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Preface

lbe USMES Project

13

Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Social, and Pommunications
Sciences in Real Problem Solving (USMES)' was formed in re-

sponse to the recommendations of the 1967 Cambridge Con-
ference on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the

Schools.* Since its inception in 1970, USMES has been
fundedYby the National Science Youndation to develop and
carry out field trials of interdisciplinary units centered
on long-range investigations of real and practical problems ,
(or "challenges") taken from the local school/community

eavironment. School planners can use these units to design
a flexible curriculum for grades one through'eight in which
real problem solving plays an important role.

Development ahd field trials were carried out by teachers
and students in the classroom with the assistance of univer-
sity specialists at workshops and at occasional other meet-
ngs. The.work was coordinated by a staff at the Education
Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts. In addition,

the staff at EDC coordinated implementation programs in-
volving schools, districts, and colleges that are Carrying
out local USMES implementation programs for teachers and

schools in their area.
Trial editions of,the following units are curi.mtly

available:

Advertising

Bicycle Transportation

Classroom Design
Classroom Management
CoRsumer Research,
Describing People
Designing for Human Proportions
besign Lab Design
#Eating in School
Getting There
Growing Plants
Manufacturing
Hass..Communications

Nature Trails
Orientation
Pedestrian Crossings
Play Area Design and Use
Protecting Property
#SchoOl Rules
School Supplies
School Zoo
Soft Drink Design
Traffic Flow
Osing Free Time
Mays to Learn/Teach
Weather Predictions

*See Goals for the correlation of Elementary Science and
Mathematics, Hought n Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.

/Available fall 197
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USMES Resources
In responding to a long-range challenge, the students

and teachers often have need of a wide range of resources.

In fact, all of the people and materials in the school and

community are important resources for USMES activities.

USMES providea resources in addition to thrse. One resource

for students is the Design Lab or its classroom equivalent:

using the tools and supplies available, children.can follow

through on their ideas by constructing measuring togls,

testing apparatus, mo ls, etc. Another resource for stu-

'dents is the "Row Cards. Each set of cards gives infor-

mation about a specific problem; the students use a set only.

when they want help on that particular problem.

'Several types of resources are available for teachers:

the USMES Guide, a Teacher Resource Book for-each challenge,

Background Papers; a Design Lab Manual, and a Curriculum

Correlation Guide. A complete set Of all these written

materials comprise what is called the USMES library. This

library, which should be available in each school using

USMES units, contains the following:

1. The USMES Guide

The USMES Guide is a compilation of materials

that may be used for long-range planning of a

curriculum that incorporates the USMES program.

In addition to basic information about the

project, the,challenges, and related materials,

it contains charts assessing the strengths of

the various challenges in terms of their pos-

sible subject area content.

2. Teacher Resource Books (one for each challenge)

Each book contains a description of the USMES

approach to real problem-solving activities,

general information about the particular unit,

edited logs of class activities, other written

materials relevant to the unit, and charts

that indicate the basic skills, processes, and

areas of study that may be learned and utilized

as students become engaged in certain possible

activities.

3. Design Lab Nanual

This contains sections on the style of Design Lab

activities, safety considerations, and an inventol.

1 PI
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of tools and supplies. Because manyl6hands-on"

activities may'take place In the classroom,
the Design Lab Manual should be made available

to each USMES teacher.

4. "How To" Cards

These short sets of cards provide information
to studentP about specific problems that may
arise during yams units: Particular computa-
tion, graphing, and construcy.on problemp are

discussed. A cOmplete list of the "How To"

Cards can be found in the USMES Guide.

5. Background Papers

These ,papers are written to provide information
. -

for the teachers on technical, problems that
might arise asistudents carry on various inves-

tigations. A complefi list llf the Background

Papers can be found in the.USMES Guide.

6. Curriculum Correlation Guide

This volume is intended to coordinate otller
curriculum materials with the Teacher Resource
'Books and to provide the teacher with the means
to integrate USMES easily into other Scholll

activities and lessons.

The preceding materials are described in brief in the '

USMES brochure, which can be used by.teachers and'adminis-

trators to disseminate information about the program to the

local'community. A variety of other dissemination and im-

plementation materials are also available for individuals

and groups involved in local implemen5ation programs. They

include Preparing People for USMESs An Implementation

Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show, the Design Lab

slide/tape show, the Design Lab brochure, the USMES newslet-

ter, videotapes of classrllom activities, a general report on

evaluation results,,a map showing the locations of schools
conducting local implementation of USMES., a list of experi-

enced USMES teachers and univerdity consultants, and news-

paper and magazine articles. 1

Besides the contributors listed'at the beginning of the

book, we are deeply indebted to the many elementary school

1
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luisia for this book. Without their efforts this 'book would
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- and advice an(j for their help in staffing and organizing the

development,workghops. Special thanks also go to Christopher
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source Books. The addresses of companies that supply three-
layered nardboard can be found in the Design Lab Manual.
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Introdudion

UsiAg the Teacher Resource Houk

1

When teachers try a new curriculum for the first time,
they need to understand the philoiophy behind the curriculum.
.The USMEEL approach to student-initiated investigations of
real problems is outlined in"section A of this Teacher Re-

. source Book-.

Section B starts with a bfief oveview of possible stu-
dent activities arising from the challenge; comments on pre-
requisite skills are included. 'Following that is a discus- '

sion of the tlassroom strategy for USIES realkproblem-
solving activities, including introduction orthe challenge,
student activity, resources, and Desigh Lab use. Subseihent

pages lnclude a description of the use of the'unitin
mary grades, a flow chart and a composite log that indicate
the range of possible student work,'and a list of questions
that the teacher may fihd'useful for focusing the students'

activities on the challenge.
Because students initiate all the activities in response

to the challenge and because the work of one class may aif-

fer from that Anidertaken by other claases, teachers familiar
with USIES need to red4 only sections A and B before intro-
ducing the challenge to students. f

Section C of this book is the docuMentation section.
These edited teachers' logs show the Variety of ways in
which students in different classes hgVe worked at finding

a solution to the challenge.
Section D contains a list of the titles of relevant sets

of "How To" Cards and brief descriptiOns of the Background
Papers pertaining to the unit. Also 41cluded in section.D

is a glossary of the terms Used in theiTeacher Resource Book
and an annotated bibliography.

Section E Contains charts that indlicate the comparative

strengths of the unit in terms of real problem solving,
mathematics, science, social science,land language arts04 It ,

'also contains.a list of explicit examples of real,prbblem
solving and other subject area skills, processes, and areas
of study learned and utilized in the Unit. These charts and

lists are based on documentation of activities that have
taken place in UMW classes. Knowing ahead of time which

basic skills and processes are likely to be utilized, teach-
ers can postpone teaching that part of their regular program
until later in the year. At that time students can study
them in the usual way if they have not alreadY learned them
as part of their USH2S aCtivities.

421



A. Real Problem Solving a;id TISMES

Real Problem Solving

If life were of such.a constant nature that
there were only a few chores to do and they were
done over and over in oxactly the same way, the
case for knowing how to solve problems would not
be so compelling. All one would have to do would
be to learn how to do the few jobs at the outset.
Prom then.on he could re.ly on memory andhabit.
Forturiatelyor unfortUnately depending upon one's
point of viewlife is not simple and unchanging.
Rather it ois changing so rapidly that about a// we
can predict is that things will be different in the
future. In such a world the ability to adjust and
to solve one's problems is bf paramount importance.*

USMES ia based on the beliefs that real problem solving
is an important skill to be learned and that many math,
science, social science, and language arts skills may be
learned more quickly and easily within the context of stu-
dent investigations of real problems. Real problem solving,
as.exemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which
involves students in investigating and solving real problems.
It provides the bridge between the abstractions of the
school curriculum and the world of the student. Each USMES

unit presents a problem in the form of a challenge that is
interesting to children because it is both real and prac-

tical. The problem is real in several resAects: (1) the

problem applies to some aspect of student life in the school
or community, (2), a solution is needed and not presently

known, at least for the particular case in question, (3) the
student must consider the entire situation.with all the
accOmpanying variables and complexities, and (4) the problem
s such that the work done by the students can lead to some
improvement in the situation. This expectation of useful
accomplishment provides the motivation for children to carry'
out tha comprehensive investigations needed to find some
solution to the challenge.

The level at whiCh the children approach the problems,
the investigations that they carry out, and,the solutions

*Kenneth B. Henderson and Robert E. Pingry, "Problem-Solving
!in Mathematics," in The Learning of Mathematics: Its Theory

and Practice, Twenty-first Yearbook of the National Council
of TeacherA of Mathematics (Oashington, D.C.: -The Council,

1953), p. 233.

a r 23,



The USMES Approach/
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that they devise may vary according to the age and ability

of the children. However, real problem golving involves

them, at some level, iv all aspects of the problem-solving
proceséi- definition of the problem; chtermination of the
important factors in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data using graphs,
charts', statistics, or.whatever means the students can find;

discussion; formulation and tpkg.flif suggested solutions;

clarification of values; decision making; and communications

of findings to others. In addition, students become mote

inquisitive, more cooperative in working, with others, more'

critical in their thinking, more self-reliafit, and more ifr \\

terested in helping to improve social conditions. /

To learn the process of real problem solving, the atu-
dents must encounter, formulate, and find some solution to

complete and realistic prphlems. The students themselves,

not the teacher, ,ust analyze the problem, choose tile vari-

ables that should be investigated, search out the facts, amd

judge the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusioes.
In real problem-solving activities, the teadher acta asva

coordinator and collaborator, not an authoritative answer-

giver.
The problem is first reworded by students in specific

terms that apply to their school or commu7ity, and the

vatious aspects of the probltm are discussed by the class.
The students then suggest approaches to the problem and set
priorities for the investigations'they plan to carry out.

A typical USMES class consists of several groups working on

different aspects of the problem. As the groups report

periodically to the class on4their progresz,,.new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.

Thus, work on an USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" of"action-oriented" experience.

Real problem solving does not rely solely on the

discovery-learning concept. In the real world people have

\access to certain facts and techniques when they recognize

the need'for them. The samd should be true in the classroom.

When the,students find that certain facts and skills are

necessary for-continuing their investigation, they learn

willingly and quickly in a more directed way to acquire
these facts and skills./ Consequently, the students should
have available differ* resources that they may use as
they recognize the need for them, but they should still be
left with a wide sc6e to explore their own ideas and

methods.



Certain information on specific shills is provided by the

sets of USMES "How To" Cards. The students are referred

only to the set for which they have,clearly identified a-
need and only when they are unable to proceed on their own.

Each "How To" Cards title clearly indicates the skill in--
volved--"How to Use a Stopwatch," "How to Make a Bar Graph .

Picture of Your Data," etc. (A complete list of the "How

To" Cards can be found in Chapter IX of'the USMES Guide.)

Another resource_provided by USMES is the Design lab or

itS classroom equivalent. The Design LA provides a cen-

tral location for tools and materials where devices may be

constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting other
classroom activities. Ideally, it is a separate room with

space.for all necessary supplies and equipment and work

space for the children. Howevev, it may be as small as a

corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and

supplies. Since the benefits of real problem solving can be
obtained by the students only if they have a means to fol-
low up their ideas, the availability of a Design Lab can be

a very important asset.
Optimally, the operation of the school's Design Lab

should be such as to make it available to the students when-

ever they need it. It should be as free as possible from

set scheduling or programming. The students use the Design

Lab to try out their own ideas and/or to design, construct,
test, and improve many devices initiated by their responses

to the USMES challenges. While this optimum operation of

the Design Lab may not always be possible due to various
limitations, "hands-on" activities may take place in the
classroom even though a Design Lab may not be available.
(A detailed discussion of the Design Lab can be found in f

Chapter VI of the USMES Guide, while a complete list of "How

Te Cards covering such Design Lab skills as sawing, gluing,

nailing, soldering, is contained in Chapter IX.)

Work on all USMES challenges is not only sufficiently

complex to require the collaboration of the whole class but

also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute

according to his/her interest and ability. However; it

should be noted that if fewer than ten to twelve students
from the class are carrying out the investigation of a unit
challenge, the extent of their discovery and learning can be

expected to be less than if more members of the clasi are

involved. While it is possible for a class to work on two
related units at the same time, in many classes the students

progress better with just one.
The amount of time spent each weelc workIng on an USMES

challenge is crucial to a successful resolution of the
(1 "



Importance of the Challenge

problem. Each challenge is designed so that.the various
inVestigations will take frowthirty to forty-five hours,
depending.on the age of the children, before some solution

to the problem is found and some action is taken on the

results of the investigations: Unless sessions are held at

least two or three times a week, it is difficult for the
children to maintain their interest and momentum and to be-

come involved intensively with the challenge. The length of

each session depends upon the age level of the children and

the nature of the challengi. For example, children in the

primary grades may proceed better by working on the challenge

more frequently for shorter periods of time,'perhaps fifteen

to twenty minutes, while older children may proceed better

by working less frequently for much longer periods of time.

Student interest and the overall accomplishments of the
class in findihg and implementing solutions to the challenge

indicate when the class's general participation in -unit

activities should end. (Premature discontinuance of work

on a specifio challenge is often due more to waning interest

on the part of the teacher than to that of the studenen.)

However, some students may continue work on a voluntary
basis' on one problem, while the others begin to identify
possible approaches to another USMES challenge.

Although individual (or group) discovery and student
initiation of investigations is the process in USMES units,

this does not imply, the constant encouragement of random

activity. Random activity has an important place in
children's learning, and opportunities for it should be

made available at various times. During USMES activities,

however, it is believed that children learn to solve real
problems only when their efforts are focused on finding

some solution to the real and practical problem presented

in the USMES challenge. It has been foUnd that students

are motivated to overcome many difficulties and frustrations

in their sfforts to achieve the goal of effecting some
change or at least of providing some useful information to

others. because the thildren's commitment to fihding a

solution to the challenge is ona of the keys to successful

USMES work, it is extremely important that the challehge be

introduce4 so that it is accepted by the class as an im-
portant'problem to which they are willing to devote a con-

siderable amount of time.
The challenge not only motivates the children by stating

the problem but also provides them with a criterion for

judging their results. This criterion--if it works, it's

right (or if it helps us find an answer to our problem, it's



Role of the Teacher

"PA

a good thing to do)--gives the children's ideas and results

a meaning within the context of their goal. Many teachers

have found this concept to be a valuable strategy that not
only allows the teacher to respond positively to all of the
children's ideas but also helps the children themselves to

judge the value of their efforts.

With all of the above in mind, it can be said that the
teacher's responsibility in the USMES strategy for open
dlassroom activities is as follows:

1. Introduce the challenge-in a meaningful way

that not only allows the children to relate
it to their particular situation but also
opens up various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a ,loordinator and collaborator. Assist,

not dirtct, individuals or,groups of students
as they investigate different aspects of the

problem.

3. Hold USMES sessions at least two or three times

a week so that the children have a chance to be-

come involved in the challenge and carry out

comprehensive investigations.

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary for
initial hands-on work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to work in the

Design Lab.

5. HB patient in letting the children make their
own mistakes and find their own way. Offer

assistance or point out sources of help for
specific information (such as the "How To"

Cards) only when the children become frustrated
in their approach to the problem. Conduct .

skill sessions as necessary.

6. Provide frequent opportunities for group reports
and student exchanges of ideas in class dis-

cussions. In most cases, students will, by
their own critical examination of the procedures

they have used, improve or set new directions
in their investigations.

3 0
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USMES in the Total School Program

7. If necessary, ask appropriate questiong to stim-

ulate the students' thinking so that they will

make more extensive and comprehensive investiga-

tions or analyses of their.data.

8. Make sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become

fragmented or etall.

Student success in USMES unit activities is indicated by

the progress they make in finding some solution to the

challenge,. not by following a particular line of investiga-

tion nor by obtaining specified results. The teacher's

role in the USMES strategy is to provide a classroom at-

mosphere in which all students can, in their own Way,

search'out some solution to the challenge.

Today many leading educators feel that+real problem
solving (under different names) is an important skill to

be learned. In this mode of learning particular emphasis

is placed on developing skills to deal with real problems

rather than the skills needed to obtain "correct" answers

to contrived problems. Because of this and because of the

interdisciplinary nature Of both the problems and the re-

sultant investigations, USMES is ideal for use as an impor-

tant part of the elementary school program. Much of the

time normally spent in the class on the traditional ap-

proaches to math, science, social science, and language

arts skills can be safely assigned to USMES activities. In

fact, as much as one-fourth to one-third of e total school

program might be allotted to work on USMES cL_IIlalltnges.

Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have

each succeeding year successfully assigned to USMES activ-

ities the learning of a greater number of traditional

skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students

retain for a long time the skills and concepts learned and

practiced during USMES activities. Therefore, the time

normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly

reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the

context of real problem solving.
Because real problem-solving activities canvot possibly

cover all the skills and toncepts in the major subject

areas, other curricula as well as other learning modes

(such as "lecture method," "individual study topics," or

programmed instruction )' need.to be used in conjunction with

USMES in an optimal education program. However, the othet\

32



Ways In Which USMES Differs From Other
Curricula

9

instruction will be enhanced by the skills, motivation, and
understanding provided by real problem solving, and, in

some cases, work on an USMES challenge provides the context

within which the skills and concepts of the majoT subject

areas find application.
In order for real problem solving taught by USMES to have

an Optimal value in the school prograa, class time should be

apportioned with reason and forethought, and the sequence
of challenges investigate by students during their years in
elementary school should involve them in a variety of skills

and processes. Because all activities are initiated by stu-

dents in response to the challenge, it is impossible to

state unequivocally which activities will take place. How-

ever, it is possible to use the documentation of activities

that have taken place in USHES trial classes to schedule in-
struction on the specific.skills and processes required by

the school system. Teachers can postpone the traditional
way of teaching the skills that might come up in work on an

USMES challenge until later in the year. At that time stu-
.dents can learn the required skills in the usual way if they -.

have not already learned them during their USMES activities.
These basic skills, processes, and Areas of study are

listed in charts and lists contained in each Teacher Resource

Book. A teacher can use these charts to decide on an over-
all allocation of class*time between USMES and traditional
learning in the major subject disciplines. Examples of in=

dividual skills and processes are also given so that the
teacher can see beforehand which skills a ttudent may en-
counter during the course of his investigations. These

charts and lists may be found in section E.

As the foregoing indicates, USMES differs significantly

from other curricula. Real problem solving develops the
problem-solving ability of students and does it in a way
(learning-by-doing) that leads to a full understanding of

the process. Because of the following differences, some

teacher preparation is necessary. SoMe teachers may have

been introduced by other projects to several of the follow-
ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teaching and

learning that real problem solving involves.

1. New Area of LearningReal roblem solving is a
new area of learning, not just a new approach or

a new content within an already-defined subject
area. Although many subject-matter curricula
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include something called problem solving, much of

this problem solving involves contrived problems

or fragments of a whole situation and does not

require the cognitive skills needed for the in-
vestigation of real and practical problems.
Learning the cognitive strategy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds

of learning.

3. Interdisciplinary Education--Real problem solv-
ing integrates the disciplines in a natural way; .

there is no need to impose a multi-disciplinary

structure. Solving real and practical problems

requires the application of skills, concepts%
and processes from many disciplines% The number

and range of disciplines are unrestricted and
the importance of each is demonstrated in work-
ing toward the solution of practical problems.

3. Student Planning--To learn the process of prob-
lem solving, the studentd themselves, not the
teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the
variables that should be investigated, search
out the facts, and judge the correctness of the
hypotheses and conclusions. In real problem=

solving activities the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not as an
authoritative source of answers.

4. Lehrning-bz:22ing7-Learning-by-doing, or discov-

ery learning as it is sometimes called, comes
about naturally in real problem solvihg since
the problems tackled by each class have unique
aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
pedestrian crossings have different problems
associated with them and, consequently, unique

solutions. The challenge, as defined in each
situation, provides the focus for the children's
hands-on learning experiences, such as collecting

real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in some units) pre-
paring reports and presentations of their findings

for the proper authorities.

5. Learning Skills and Concepts as Needed--Skilla
and concepts'are learned in real problem solving



as the need for _them ariqes in_the context
of the work'being done, rather th4n having a
situation imposed by the teacher or the text-.
book being used. Teachers may direct Xhis
learning when the need for it arises, or stu-
denta-tay search out information themselves
ftom reources provided.

6. Group Work--Progress toward a solution to a

feai problem usually requires the efforts df
groups of students, not just individual stu-
dents working alone. Although some. work may

be done individually, the total group effort
provides gOod oppottunities for diviSion of
labor and exchange of ideas among the groups
and individuals. The grouping is flexible
and changes in order to meet the needs of the
different stages of ihvestigation.

1

7. Student Choice--Real problem solving offers
classes the opportunity to work on problems
that are real to them, not just to the adults

who prepare the curriculum. In additinn,

students may choose to ,investigate particular
aspects of the problem accOrding to their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing
from the challenge allows each student to
make some contribution towards the solution of
the problem according to his or her ability and
to learn specific skills at a time when he or
she is ready for that particular intellectual
structure.

rj
w
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B. General Papers on Manuhoturing

1. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge: Children'often see a need for some item that many stu-

dents cOuld use in the classroom or the school. The class

Find the best way to produce in quantity may wish to have enough math games so that all students in

an item that is needed. tha class can use them. Students may see a need for aprons

for those working in the Design Lair. Often such a need

arises as a result of work on another USMES challenge such

as Orientation, School Supplies, Classroom Design, or. De-

signing for Human Proportions. For example, students work-
ing on a School Supplies challenge may decide to make some
needed item to sell to others in the school. The class may

decide to make their items for use in their own classroom or
as a contribution to others in the school, or they may de-

tide to sell their items to others. As a preliminary activ-
ity they may conduct an opinion survey to determine possible

demand for the product.
Once a class has identified a needed item that they wish

to produce in quantity, they may begin work on the challenge.
The class may first discuss various aspects of making the

product: creating product designs, tgsting and pricing pos-
sible materials, obtaining needed tools, and collecting mea-
surement data to determine what sizes 4re needed. Students

may then form groups td/investigate these areas. These

groups then present their findings to the class, using graphs,

if needed, to support their recommendations.
Next, some of the students may figure out the steps in-

volved in making the product by constructing prototypes of

the product. While one group of students investigates costs
of materials, other students may raise money to purchase
the supplies or conduct surveys to determine customer pre-
ferences for design and price.

When students begin making the product, they work in any
way they choose--individually, in groups, or on an assembly

line. During a class discussion of the best way to work,

the students may decide to time each step and organize an

assembly line. Groups then form to set up the wprk area and

, aSsign jobs, using flow charts and diagrams if needed. Other

groups may organize the finances, launch an advertising cam-

paign, and investigate ways of distributing the product.
Once production is in progress,the students may suggest
changes in the assembly line to improve efficiency, to al-
leviate boredom, and to ensure quality control.
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Unless orders were taken throughout production, or unless
the product is to be contributed to the class or the school,
the students organize a Sale. This might entail setting up

a sale area, designing a work schedule, and determining a
sale price based on survey results and production costs. At

the end of the sale, an evaluation of production.and dis-
tribution procedures may be made. The students may also

then decide what to do with the profits. The class may con-

duct surveys to find out whether there is still a demand for
their product or to determine customer satisfaction. If the

product was for their own use or was contributed to other
classes, students may observe its use and make recommenda-

tions for future changes.
Work,on the Manufacturing challenge may lead naturally to

other USMES units--Advertising, Consumer Research, or School

Supplies.
Although many of the activities in the Manufacturing unit

may require skills and concepts new to the children, there

is no need for preliminary work'on these skills and concepts
because the children can learn them when the need arises. "
In fact, children learn more quickly and easily when they

a need to learn. Consider counting: whereas children

usually learn to count by rote, they can, through USMES,
gain a b.'tgr understanding of counting by learning or

practicing --,within real contexts. In working on Manu-
facturing, chilaren also learn and practice graphing, mea-

suring, working with decimals, and dividing. Although di-

viding seems necessary to compare fractions or ratios,

primary children can make comparisons graphically; sets of
data can also be compared graphx0ally or by subtracting
medians (half-way values). Furtherdore, instead of using

division to make scale drawings, younger children can convert
their measurements to spaces on graph pape: Division may

be introduced at the proper grade level during calculation
of percentages, averages, or unit costs.

Each USMES unit revolves around a challenge--a statement
that says, "Solve this problem." The success or failure of

the unit depends largely on (1) the relevance of the problem

for the students and (2) the process by which they define

and accept the challenge. If the children see the problem

as a real one, they will be committed tolinding a solution;

40
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they will have a focus and purpose for their activities.

If the students do not think the problem affects them,

their attempts at finding solutions will likely be dis-

jointed and cursory.
The challente as stated in the Manufacturing resource

book is general enough to apply to many situations. Stu-

dents in different classes define and reword the challenge

to fit their particular situation and thus arrive at a opt-.

cific claim challenge. "Find the best Way to produce in

quantity an item that is needed" has been restated by some

classes in terms df a specific item such as a student di-

rectory to help new students or a tic-tac-toe game that is_

needed in class.

SP The Process of Introducing ,
Given that a Mhnufacturing problem exists, how can a

the Challenge teacher, without being directive, help the students iden-

tify the challenge that they will work on as a gronp?

There is no set method because of variations among teachers,

classes and schools. However, USMES teachers have found

that certain general techniques are helpful in introducing

the Manufacturing challenge.
One such technique is to tura a spontaneous discussion

of a kecent event relating to items that are needed in the

classroom or school toward the Manufacturing chaklenge. For

example, the class may wish they had more of a particular

.game to use during free time, or they may observe that an-

., other class has a particular item that they also would like

to have in quantity.

A class of sixth aim' sevmth graders in East Lansing,

Michigan, recognized a need in their classroom fbr

a quantity of three-dimensional tio-tao-toe games.

Only one of these popular games was available to 110

students, and during their math recreation time, the

students would s.,:ampede to be thesfixst to reach the

game. Then there would be complaints and debates

about who should play next and how long a game should

last. Students frequently asked, "Why can't we have

more games?" Therefore, when the teacher challenged

the class--"Given a four-week period, what product

could we manufacture to satisfy one of your needs?"--

the students listed tic-tac-toe games among the pos-

sible products and voted to produce them.

4 1
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Often, work on one challenge leads, to another. For ex-

ample, the Manufacturing challenge may arise from work on

Designing for Human Proportions, Classroom Design, Orien-

tation, Soft Drink Design, or Consumer Research.

An intermediate class in Portland, Oregon, was work-

ing on the School Supplies unit when they became

involved in the Manufacturing challenge. The class

had been operating a school store for two months;

food and stationety were the main items for sale.

After the class had decided to think about other

craft items that they might make and sell in the

store, one boy brought in a bead necklace he had

made to show to the class. The class then decided

that they would make necklaces in quantity to sell

in their store.

In East Lansing, Michigan, a class of seventh graders

working on the Orientation challenge, "Find ways to

orient yourself and/or others to new school situa-

tions," came up with the idea of posting a list of

names of new students. This led to the idea that

student directories should be published and sold to

the entire school, and the class became involved in

the Manufacturing challenge.

When children encounter a problem that leads to a related

USMES challenge, one group of children may begin work on the

second challenge while the rest of the class continues with

the first challenge. However, there should be at least ten

to twelve students working on any one challenge; otherwise,

the children's work may be fragmented or superficial or may

break down completely.
Sometimes the discussion of a broad problem IWO encompass

the challenges of several related units. For example, a

discussion of problems in the classroom may lead to Class-

room Design, Manufacturing, Classroom Management, or School

Supplies. If the discussion concerns raising money for a

class field trip, this could lead to the Manufacturing, Soft

Drink Design, or Growing Plants challenges.

An experienced USMES teacher is usually willing to have

the children work on any one of the several challenges that

may arise during the discussion of a broad problem. While

this approach gives the,children the opportunity to select

4 0



the challenge they are most interested in investigating, it

does place on the teacher the additional responsibility of

being prepared to act as a resource person for whichever

challenge is chosen.
Classroom experience has shown that children's progress

on the MAnyTacturing challenge may be poor if the teacher

and studefits do not reach a common understanding of what the

challehge ii before beginning work on it: This is particu-

larly true if the students can see no real need for the'pro-

duct being manufactured. Having no shared focus for their

work, the children will lack the motivation inherent in

working together to solve a real problem. As a result, they

may quickly lose interest.
When a class decides to work on a Manufacturing challfnge,

they may do so for two reason.. They nay wish tp make some

item that is needed by the class. In this ease, deciding

what item to manufacture is fairly straightforward. However,

a class may decide to work on the Manufacturing challenge in

order to hake money for some other purpose. In this case,

it may be difficult'for the class to decide on a specific

item to produce. They may decide to manufacture two or more

items rather than choosing one specific item. The class may
1

then break down into small groups, each of which is making

Aits own item. Because only a small number of students can

then work on any one item, the class will not have the op-

portunity to explore different methods (such as an assembly

line) of making an irem and will 'not be able to find the

best way to produce an item in quantity. In addition, the

class may become fragmented in their activities and lose.in-

terest and enthusiasm in the challenge.

One intermediate class could not decide on one

specific item to manufacture and chose to work on

four items: Candles, pillows,.jewelry (beads), and

T-shirts. After discussing the materials needed

for each item, the class formed two groups: Beads

and Candlesu The'Candles Group made little progress

for some time while the members of the Beads Group

Worked individually to string beads for necklaces.

After the beads were completed and sold, only eight,

students were still interested in making candles.

The remainder of the class decided to work on wood

carvings, terrariums, and paper flows, with each

person wbrking individually. Although the Candle

4 1
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Group divided the labor into five parts, noneiof the

other.groups considored alternative ways of frisking

their product.

1

To avOid this.problem, the teacher must ensurethat the

class as a whole agrees on one item before beginning work

on the challenge. The students may suggest many different

possible products; they must then use sone method to reduce

the number of suggested products to oms 1tet.

Children usually solve this problem by one of two methods

or by soMe combination14 the two_methode. ,The class may

use elimination voting to narrow a large list of poseibili=

ties to ten or fifteen items and then discuss each one of

the possible items in detail, assessing the feasibility of

making,it and determining the tools and materials needed.

Alternatively, they may design an opinion survey listing

many items, administer it to other classes in the school,

and subsequently analyze the top items in mote detail. They

may also reduce the number of possibilities'before conduct-

ing theAurvey. Finally they vote to determine the one item

that will best satisfy the members of the diem. (A systein

of rating choices often simplifies this task.)

In one fifth-grade class, the challenge was to manu-

facture some item to sell so that the class could

earn money for a camping trip. After discussing

many possible products, the class decided on five

possible items: T-shirts, leather wristbands,

wooden plaques, dough plagues, and marble men. The

class then decided to survey a representative part

of the school to find out which of the five items

the other students would be willing to buy. They

also included possible prices for each item in order

to find out how much students would be willing to

pay for each item. After giving the survey and tal-

lying the results, the class found that T-shirts

were the preferred item and therefore decided to

make T-shirts.

One sixth-grade class with no specific needs\n mind

began with a list of thirty-eight items that they

felt might be useful to them or someone else. When

the class discussed how they might vote on the items,

one student pointed out that if each person chose one

(4A L)
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Initial Work on the Challenge

_

oglo

item then everyone would vote for his or her own

idea and no c/ear-cut choice would emerge from the

voting. Aftgr discussing several other possibil-
ities, the class decided that each person should
choose five item with first choice counting as five
points, second choice as four points, etc. The tal-

lying group then counted up the votes using this
procedure and presented the top eight choices to the

clags for discussion.

Once a class has chosen a spebific,item to manufacture,
the students; if they haven't already done so, list various

aspects, of producing the item such as the materials and
tools needed, iheir doet and-availabilitr, the-design bf the

, item, and the quantity of items they wish to produce. They

may decide they need to design and construct a prototype of

their item. In addition, the class may need to measure

.
other students in order to find out what site -cor'sizes) to

make their item.

After a fifth-grade class had decided to manufacture
backpacks, the class discussed how they would do

this. They looked at a backpack belonging to one
of the students and, after trying it on the teacher,
two fifth-grade students, and one first-grade stu-
dent, decided to use it as.their pattern but to make

the straps adjustable. The class then listed cri.,
teria for choosing their material with the most im-

portant factors being strength, durability, ease of

sewing, low price, ahd washability.

After one class decided to make T-shirts, they listed

areas that they felt needed to be investigated:

price of T-shirts and decals, permission from the
principal, letter to parents asking to borrow irons,
layout of the order form, and setting up the manu-

facturing process.

Next, the children set priorities for the tasks they don-

sider necessary. Most of these tasks are carried out by

small groups of children. It is important that priorities

IF be set so that some groups do not become stalled in their
progress because others have not completed their work. For



Refocusing on the Challenge

example, a groop formed to detOrmine the sales price of the
item would probably have little wdrk to do until the proto-
type 'design has been selected and possible materials de-

termined.
As various groups complete their work, their members

join other groups or form new groups to work on additional

, tasks.

In one sixth-grade class, four groups worked in as-
sembly line fashion to make stained glass candle
holders while two othei groups worked on developing
new products and a third group workei on advertis-
ing. After several wedks the class held a discus-
sion of this grouping and decided that the members
of the two development groups should join the as -
semb1,2 line groups in order*that production be more
efficient. .teter, when students in the first asiem-
bly line gioup finished their job, they joined the
fourth assembly line group in painting the tile

grouting. Several sessions later, the groups hid
reformed with some students working in the groUp
that needed the most, help on a particular day.

As a class works on a Manufactdring challenge, the chil-

dreo's attention should, from tine to time, be refocused
on that challenge so that they do not lose sight of their

overall goal. Refocusing is particularly important with
younger children because they have a shorter attention span.

Teachers find it helpful to-hold periodic class discussions
that include group reports., Such sessions help the students

revieti what they have accomplished and what they still need

to do in order to find some solutions to the problem. These

discussions also provide an opportunity for students to par-
ticipate both in evaluating their own work and in exchang-

ing ideas with their classmates.

One fifth-grade class involved in manufacturing
backpacks spent two days testing an assembly line
method for making the packs. The class then met as

a group to discuss whether this was the best wag to
produce the backpacks, and to &amine the advantages
and disadvantages of their method. They talked about
whether eachstudent should work at on/y one job or

el3
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Resources for Work on'

the Challenge

be allowed to trade jobs with other students. The

class found that trading jobs rlieved boredom.and

gave them the opportunity to learn .new skills but

also caused sone confusion and slowed down the mass

production process. The class consensus was that

trading jobs resulted in a better product. A subse-

quent statement that some backpacks were incorrectly,

made led to a discussion of quality control.

Work done by students on the Manufacturing challenge can

be hampered by a premature focus on mass production as the

only way to proiduce an item in quantity. Rather than having

the-children realize the need for mass-production by trying

other methods first, some classes have discussed the ad-

vantages-of mass production too early in the unit. The stu-

dents then cannot discover for themselves the need for pool-

ing forces and organizing an assembly line. On the other '

hand, if the students do not discuss.the "best buy" to pro-

duce their icem, or if the teacher does not suggest that

the students COmpare different ways of making the product,

the students may work individually the whole time without

considering pther alternatives. Both problems can be ovoid-

), ed if a discussion to determine the best way tp produce an_

item in quantity is held after the students have tried what-

ever method they first suggested.

When children try to decide on solutions before collect-

ing and analyzing enough .data or encounter difficulties

during their investigatiOns, an USMIS teacher helps out.

Instead of giving answers or suggesting specific procedurea,

the teacher asks open-ended questions that stimulate the

students to think more comprehensively and creatively about

their work. For exaMple, instead of telling the class that

someone should be in charge of checking the.quality of

finished products, the teacher might ask, "How can you be

sure that you aren't selling a.defective product to a cus-

tomer?" To help the children be organized in taking and

filling orders, the teacher, rather than giving the class

an order form to use, might ask, "How are you going to keep

track of all the people who want your product? How will

you know what size is right for a customer?" Other examples

of non-directive, thought-provoking questions are given At

the end of this section.
The teacher may also refer students to the "How To" Cards

'for information about specific skills such as drawing graphs.
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or conducting a survey. If many students, or even the en-
tire class, need help in particular areas, such as using

fractions, the teacher should conduct skill sessions as
these needs arise. (Background Papers provide teachers
with additional information op general topics applicable to
most challenges and on specific problems such as how to
design an opinion survey which are often applicable to the
Manufacturing challenge.)

USNES teachers can also assist students by making it pos-
sible for them to carry out tasks involving hands-on activ-
ities. During work on the Manufacturing challenge, children-
may neea to visit stores in order to purchase necessary ma-
terials and supplies. The teacher can help by supervising
such trips. If the children's tasks require them to design
and construct items, the teacher should make sure that they
have access to a Design Lab. Any collection of tools and
materials kept in a central location (in part of tfie class- -

room, on a portable cart, or in a separate room) can be
called a Design Lab. A more detailed account of the Design
Lab may be found in the USMES Guide.

Valuable as it is, a Design Lab is not necessary to begin
work on the Manufacturing challenge. To carry out construc-
tion activities in schools without Design Labs, students may
scrounge or borrow tools and supplies from parents, local
businesses, or othir members of the community.

A fifth-grade.class in Marina, California produced
leather wristbands in their classroom without Using
the facilities of the Design Lab. The teacher was
able to borrow leather tools from his friends. After
each student had made his/her own wristband, the
class decided that an assembly line would help speed
up production for the wristbands they were selling
to other students. The class identifled the differ-
ent jobs which needed to be done, and, after timing
the steps and determining the number of people needed,
each job was assigned to a particular location in the
classroom.

Seventh graders in East Lansing, Michigan, were able
to manufacture student directories to help newcomers
at school, without the use of a Design Lab. They
ievised the grids used by the testing service to make
forme to collect information. After hiring mothers

A.,



Culminating Activities

to type stencils for each,page of the directory,
several students organized an assembly line in the

cafeteria, with tables set pp for collating, sta-
pling, and inspecting.

\The extent to which any Design Lab is used varies with
different classes because theschildren themselves determine
the direction of the investigations.

Students usuallY continue to work on the Manufacturing

challenge until they have fuccessfully manufactured the
needed,item. If they are king the item to fulfill a class

ne4d, they may then evalua e the quality of their item and
discuss what they might do differently if they.were to make

that item again. If stude ts in other classes.appear to
need or want their product, the class may decide to con-
tinue production of their i em for sale to other students.
The class may decide that t ey will conduct an opinion sur-
vey to see what the demand s for their item before resum-

o ing production.
If students have been producing an item to sell to others,

their next step after completing production is to set up
some system for selling theiraitem. They may decide to run

a store during certain hours of the day (recesl, before

school), or they may already have taken orders for their

product. In connection with the sale of their item, stu-
dents often organize an advertising campaign using posters,
announcements over the intercom, or flYirs.

When the students have sold all of the iteis produced,
they may evaluate theiii work by conducting am opinion sur-
vey of custamets to see whether they are satisfied with the

item. They may also evaluate their manufacturing process
in terns of its efficiency. The students may feel that the

response to their item has been so positive that it might

be worthwhile to resume production. They may therefore con-

duct a survey of others in the school to see if there is
still a demand for the product, or they may write letters,
describing- their item to storekeepers and businessmen who
may be interested in selling the item. If the class decides

to resume production, they may evaluate their product and

i

pr cedure and implement changes that will improve their

pr duct.

5
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3. ,USE OP MANUFACTURING IN THE
PRIMARY GRADES

One fifth-grade class, after using all their avai/-
able leather to produce wristbands that had been or-
dered, discussed whether they should continue manu-

facturing the wristbands. Because some members

of the,class reported that other students had asked
whether the class would be ready to take orders
again soon, and because another student felt that
the fourth-grade students had not had an opportu-
nity to order the writtbands, the class decided to

resume production. They next considered changes

that would make production of the wristbands easier

and more profitable. They decided to use leather
strips rather than leather scraps as they had done
previously in order to reduce cutting time, and to
make.qize models for cutting out wristbands.

A class making three-dimensional tic-tac-toe games
planned to make enough for their class and sell
only ten of them.' But student demand for the*wes
was so great that the class decided to sell all'

thirty-six of the games. After completing produc-
tion and sale of the games, the class filled out a
written evaluation of their manufacturing procedure,
and then met to discuss what they would do with
their (unexpected) profit.

Primary children can work successfully on the Manufactur-
ing challenge although their level of expertise and sophis-

l

tication may be different-- om that of older children. They

will be able to conduct o nion surveys, take measurements,
gconstruct bar graphs and istograms, and design and produce

simple items, utilizing mass production and +quality control.
Because primary-age children are chiefly interested in

their own experiences, a teacher may decide to wait to in-
troduce the challenge until some incident occurs that re-

lates directly to /he children's own experiences. A child

may notice that everyone in the class wishes to use a Rar-
ticular game during recess or'free time but that only one
such game is available, or the class as a whole may need
folders for their work or boxes for their pencils and cray-

,ons.11,,
,
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Once th* children are involved in the challenge, the pri-

mary teacher may find that several short sessions; every day

are preferable to two or three extended periods each week.

This helps to prevent the children's losing interest because

of long periods of time between sessiens.
Primary children are usual.; quite realistic about their

ability to make a particular item and do not choose to pro-

duce an item that appears too difficult or complex in con-

struction. If the item suggested appears to be too diffi-

cult, a primary teacher can make the children aware of pos-

sible problems in making :the item by asking questions such

ae, "What steps would be involved in making this?" or "Could

you tell me how to make this?"
Once a primary class has decided"to make an item in

quantity, each child may make a design; the claas may then

diecust which design they wish to use. One primary class de-

cided to aake foldere for use, in theit classroom. After ex-

tattling a folder that had begrt-iiNed--the previous year, each

child drew and constructed a design for a folder. The class

next discussed the designs and chose one of them to be made

in quantity.
The children may need assistance in obtaining information

about the materials they need end in purchasing them. Many

primary children are capable of calling various stores and

doing comparison shopping so that they can get the hest buy

for their money. The teacher can help out by making 'Jure

the children think about what they will say before they

actually telephone. Sometimes it in helpful for a child tb

write down what he or she plans co say before calling.

Once the children have obtained the necessary materials

and are ready to begin production, they discuss the steps

involved in making their item. The teacher may then ask

them what would be the best way to handle these jobs and the

class may decide to work individually or in groups.

The teacher should be careful not to impose higher sten-

dardsiof quality on the product or process than the children

wish fo have. It Itay appear that the children waste time

and materials, make a mess, and construct their item slop-

pily, but the ehildlen will be aware of this, too. The

teacher may bring tlese things to,the attention of the class

by asking questions such as, "How many more of these will we

be able to make witl the materials available?" When one

primary class saw taat workmanship was poor and that mate-

rials were being waeted, they appointed a checker to inspect

the finished items and formulated rules in order to improvps

the quality of the work.-
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In the course of working on the Manufacturing unit, the
children gain important language arts skills as they com-

municate their ideas in discussions, telephone conversations,
letters, and posters; listen to the ideas of others; and
read catalogs and books for information and directions.
They learn to organize their ideas as.they list the things
that are involved in making their item and as they break the

manufacturing process into a series of steps. As they write

letters and make posters, they see the need for legibility

and correct s g.

Manufact ring also provides many opportunities for chil-

dren to learn and practice counting and computational skills.

In one primary class the children counted and recorded how

many children in other classes wished to buy their'folders

so that they might make an adequate supply. Children often

need to find out the cost per unit of their materials and

supplies in order to set a price for their item. Since

this may involve division, the teacher may wish to give a

skill session on slope diagrams so that,the children can

find the cost per unit without dividing. Slope diagrams may

also be used to compare unit costs for different brands of

the same item when they need to decide which brand is the

best buy. In addition to computation involving costs and
number of items needed, the children may need to count votes

or compute the responses on an Opinion sufvey.

Primary children may also become involved in simple mea-

surements while working on the Manufacturing challenge. In

many cases the class may need to decide on a size for their

item and on some method of ensuring that all items are the

same size. The children may use pieces of string pr card-

board strips of equal lengths to perform their measurements,

or, if they need to be more exact, they may learn how to use

a ruler or meter stick. Later, the class may construct pat-

terns to trace in making their item. Children may also want

to know how long it takes for one item to be made% The

teacher may wish to give a session on the use of a

stopwatch if the children have trouble using one.
Ta4ying and graphing are easily introduced to primary

children when they.see the need to organize and make pictures

of their information. They may wish to find out and show

which,item or design is preferred by their class or som
other class as they begin to work on the Manufacturing chal-

lenge. One class conducted a survey that included fifteen

sample items; students in other classes were to pick the

items that they preferred. After the surmey was taken and

the results tallied, the class depicted the data on bar'
b
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graphs. Bar graphs and bar graph histograms may be made in

a.variety of ways by primary children to enable them,to make

a clear connection between the data and the picture. Chil-

dren may use colored squares of paper or wooden blocks re-

presenting each child and paste or stack them in columns

representing different preferences. The tallest column will

then show the most preferred item. Many times primarychil-

dren do not realize clearly that one item is strongly pre-

ferred over another until they can see such a visual repre-

sentation,Of the numbers.
While working On the Manufacturing challenge, the chil-

dren may utilize the Design Lnb to produce their item. Ex.:

perience in many schools has shown that primary children are

able to work in the Design Lab and camuse most hand and

power tools, although care should be taken to instruct and

supervise the students in their use. Primary children work-

ing on USMES challenges have designed and built planters,

macrame holders, tables, and animal boxes from Tri-Wall and

lumber in the Design i.ab.

The following flow charts present some of the student

activities--discussions, observations, calculations, con-

structions--that may occur during work on the Manufacturing

challenge. Because each class.will choose its own approach

to the challenge, the sequence of events given here repre-

sent only a few of the many possible irariations. Further-

more, no one class is expected,to undertake all the activi-

ties listed; a class usually works on just one:of the as-

pects represented by the several-charts.

In,working on the ManUfacturing challenge, a class must

decide whether they wish to produce their itemvrimarily to

fulfill a school or classroom need, elither for themselves

or other classes, or whether they wish to produce the item

to sell to others., Once this decision is made, possible

activities may differ. For this reason, the Manufacturing

Flow Chart has been divided Into two parts: Flow Chart A, ,

Producing a Needed Item, and Flow Chart B, Producing an Item

for Sale.
These flow zharts are not lesson plans and should not be

used as such. They instead illustrate how comprehensive

investigations evolve from the stndents discussion of the

Manufacturing problem.



Challonge Find the best way to pioduce in quantity an item that is needed.

\
Optional
Prelimdnary
Activities:

\
\\

Product ida arising
from some school or
classroom need.

Another USMES Unit: Designing for Human Proportions

Classroom Desigh
Orientation
Soft Drink Design
School 'Supplies

,

Possible '

Student
Activities:

Class Discussion:, Who needs the product? Should we make it for

our class or for other classes? Should we produce the item for

sale to others?

Producing a
needed item.
See Flow Chart A

Produ,cing an

item,for sale.
See Flow Chart B

Optional Manufacture Social Studies, Other USMES Units:

'Follow-Up another units on factories, Advertising

Activities: product workers, etc. Consumer Research
Mass Communications
School Supplies

61
62
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FLOW CHART A

Producing a Needed Item

[--

Class Discussion: What factors are iliVolved irimaking the product? What

materials and tools are needed? What will the finished product look like? What

size and color of the product should we make? Groups formed to investigate these

factors in depth.

Creating possible designs
for the products

Determining what tools and
materials are needed; where

to get them.

Data Collection: Comparing
prices, testing possible
materials.

1

Data Representation: Making

charts and graphs comparing
different aspects. of possible
materials.

Data Collection: Gathering
measurement data to determine
size or sizes needed.

Data Representation: Making
histograms of measurements
showing correlation.of dif-
ferent measurements on
scatter graphs..

_Class Discussion: Groups report. Discussion of design and,color of item

and prices and quality of possible materials; interpretation and analysis ,of

graphs. Determination of size or sizes'and of final design. Listing af tools

and materials needed and possible steps to follow to make a sample (prototype)

of the product.

Raising money ta
purchase materials
and tools (e.g.,
holding a bake
sale or a white
elephant sale).

Purchasing or scrounging
materials; obtaining
necessary tools.

Making a sample of the product
(e.g., sample pages for booklet,
prototype for a game). Timing

each step.

(Continued on next page.).



Class Discussion: Groups report. Analysis of prototype and produ ion costs.

Discuision of space neeided to make item. Determining,quantity of materials to

purchase to make the number of items needed.

Materials purchased
in quantity. needed.

Tools obtained. tudents make product in
'whatever way they choose.

Clans Discussion: Discussion of best way to make prgduct-individually, in groups,

on an assembly line. Groups formed to work on various aspects of production-

setting up some form of assembly line and recordin jinancial transactions.

Organizing finances,
-keeping xecords.

Opening bank account.

Determining number and order of
steps and how many students needed

for each step. Finding minimum

time for whole process with some

steps concurrent.

Setting up work area.
Etawing a diagram or
flow chart.

Assigning ja471E7

Starting mass production

Class Discussion: Analysis of assembly line (efficiency, quality conttol,

rotation of jobs). Group report gn finances.

Improvement of assembly line.
Continuation of production,

Class Discussion: Evaluation of production. Financial report.

(Return to main flow chart.)

U..)



FLOW CHART B,

Producing an Item for Sale

Class Discussion: What item should we manufacture? How hard wi 1 it be to make? How can

we fine out which itea people will buy? Discussion of size and makeup of sample for survey.

Data Colltótion: -Devising and conducting surveys to see what

demand there is for the suggested items.

Data Representation: Tallying survey reiults and constructing

charts, bar graphs, or bistograms.

Class Discussion: Analysis of survey results, decision on what one item to manufacture.

What factors are involved in making the product? Whatmaterials and tools are needed? What

will the finished product look like? How many should be made? What sizes and colors are

needed? Groups formed to investigate these factors in depth.

Criating possible designs
for Ale product.

14.

Deieraining what
materials and tools
are needed.

Data Collection: Gathering measurement data
to determine what size or sizes are needed so

that product will fit most customers.

Data Collection: Comparing prices

and testing possible materials.

Data Representation: Making charts

and grapht comparing different aspects
of possible materials.

'

Data Representation: Making histograms

of measurements. Showing correlation
of different measorements on scatter

graphs.

Class,Aiicussion: Groups report. Determination of sizes and materials; interpretation and

analysis of grapha. Listing of possible steps to follow to make a sample (prototype) of ;he

product. Discussion of-design, color, and price of item. Discussion of need to determine

customer irefersnces for designs, colors, prices. Discussion of size and makeup of survey.

sample and ot how many of the itm to be made.

Raising money to purchase
materials and tools (e.g.,
getting a loan, selling
stock, holding a bake sale).

Purchasing materials
and obtaining necessary

tools.

Making a sample of
the product (e.g.,
sample pages for a
booklet or a proto-
type for a game).

Data Collection: Devising and
conducting a survey to determine
customer preference for designs,
colors, prices.

Data Representation: Tallying

survey results and making charts,
bar graphs, or histograms.

111.....11

(Continued on next page.) 1.0



Class Discussion: Groups report. Analyses of Customer preference survey, prototype, and
many items toy:eke and amount of materials needed. De-
of order-taking vs. holding a sale at the end of production.

production costs. Determining how
termination of design. Discussion

4 it
'Orders taken.1--I'Materials

______________J
purchasedin

quantity needed.
'Tools obtained-.1 Students make product in whatever way they

choose, recording the number produced by
various methods.

Class Discussinn: Discussion of best way to make product--individually, in groups, or am
assemblY line. Class decides to try mass production. Groups formed to work on various as-
pects of production and marketing--setting up assembly line and work area, assigning jobs,
organizing finances, advertiSing and distributing products.

Organizing finances,
keeping records.

Opening a
bank
account.

Determining number and
order of steps and how
many students needed for
each step. Finding minimum
time for whole process with
some steps concurrent.

Deciding what
to spend

Profits on.

Setting up work
area. Drawing a
diagram or flow
chart.

Assigning jobs.

Starting mass prodation.

Designing an
advertising
campaign,

31

Investigation of best
way to distribute prod-
ucts (e.g., take orders
have a bake sale).

ClaSs Discussion: Analysis of asscably lineefficiency, quality control, rotation 6f
Sobs. Group reports on finances, advertising, distribution of product. Determination
of whether to take orders or hold a sale.

Improvement of assembly
line and continuation of
mass production. [-

Organizing a sale: sale
area, pricing, work schedule,
advertising.

Having a sale.jc

Class Discussion: Evaluation of production and sale. Financial report, repayment of
loans. Final determination of how to spend profits.

too
U

(Return to main flow chart.)
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5. A COMPOSITE LOG*

This hypothetical account of an
intermediate-level class describes

many of the activities and discus-

sions mentioned in the Mow chart.
The composite log shows Only one
of the many progressions of events
that mdght develop as a class in-
vestigates the Manufacturing chal-

lenge. Documented events from

actual classes are italicized and
set apart from the text.

\
,

When school has been in session for
e
several we ks, a stu-

dent in the class remarks that he wishes the class had more

then two geoboards because many children in the class are

interested in using them and one is never available when he .

wants to use it. Other students 4 the class agree that

there is a need for more geoboards. The teacher asks if

'they would like to make enough geoboards so that everyone in

.clais could ,have one., All the students respond eagerly to

this idea; sbme wish to use them in doing math problems on

area and perimeter; others want to use them for making de-,

signs during their free time.
The teacher asks how they might make geoboards. One stu-

dent says that wood must be cut to size and nails then put

in eact) board. Another student adds that the wood should

probably be sanded so that students do not get splinters

from the geoboards. The teacher asip if wood is the only

materiai that they might use' for the-gebboards. The class

then suggests that Masonite or Tri-Wall might also be used.

One student feels that the ieoboards will be safer, more

durable, and have a better appearance if they are painted,

since the paint will protect the surface of the boards.

The discussion then turns to whether the geoboards should

be made just like the bnes already in the classroom. One

student says that in the school she came from the geoboards

were different because they, had may five rows of nails,

with much wider spaces between the nails. In deciding what

kind bf geoboards to make, many questions come up, such as--

How big should the boards be?
How thick should the 'board be?

How many nails should we use?
What kind of nails should we use?
What about the spacing of the nails?

One student remaks, Ne need to make up some designs."

Another student says, "We need to find out what materials

we can use." The class decides to break into four groups to

investigate materials for the base, kinds of nails, types

of paint, and possible designs. ,

A fifth-grade class manufacturing wristbands decided

that their first steps in making the wristbands should

be to find out what materials and tools were needed

*Written by USMES staff
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and to create a design for the wristbands, Among

the suggestions offered during class discussion were

the following:

1. There should be two different designs, a
sports design far boys and a flower design

for girls.

2. The class should take a survey of what de-
signs people like.

3. Snaps or buckles should be used as fasteners.

(See log by William Kucher,)

At the'next class session, the group working on materials
for the base decides to go to the industrial arts room to

see if they can find scrap pieces of Tri-Wall, Masonite, and

different kinds of wood. The industrial arts teacher shows

them pieces of pine and plywood and suggests that either of
these would be quite suitable for ge'lboards. The group

-notes that both come in varying thicknesses and that the
pine comes in boards of varying widths whereas the plywood

comes in large sheets.
After discussing the materials that are available in

terms of how geoboards are used, the group decides that the

main qualities that the geoboard base should have are
strength and durability, low price, a surface that does not
splinter easily, and a surface that will hold nails well.
They offer several: suggestions for testing the scrap samples:

1. observe samplec to see if they are warped

2. pound each sample with a hammer to see how

strong and hard theisurface is

3. pound nails in and try pulling them out to
test nail-holding ability

4. saw the samples to,see if they break or

splinter

5, drop weights on the samples to see if they

j crack or break
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Figure B5-1

The group then decides to try these tests on each of the
samples. In addition they call several lumber companies to
.get prices on the wood and.masonite. (The industrial arts

teacher has informed them that the Tri-Wa.11 costs $7.45 for

a 4' x 8' sheet.) .

They record their results on a chart showing the differ-
ent materials considered, the information gathered, and the
tests zonducted. (See Figure B5-1.) The group decides that
although they have recorded the results for Test 5, they
should not use these results in deciding which material to
use because they did not use a heavy enough weight to affect
any of the materials.

The Nails Group begins their investigation by looking at
the nails in one of the two geoboards already in the class-
room. They note that they aie made of brass, are about 3/4"
long, and have a small rounded head. In discussing why this
type of nail was used, they begin to list characteristics
that nails for geoboards should have:

1. Nails should be the right length so they
don't stick out bottom of board but are
tall enough to put rubber bands on.

2. The head of the nail should be just right--
if too big, it will get in the way of rubber
bands; if too small, bands will slip off.

3. Nails should not rust:

' 4. Nails should stay in wood well.

The Nails Group then aecides that they should visit the

local hardware store to look at various nails available and

to obtain their prices before recommending a type of nail

to the class. The Nails Group returns from the hardware
store with prices for several different types of nails that

they feel might be suitable but cannot come to a decision

on which nail might be best. The group makes up a chart

with a picture o. each nail and its price to show the rest

of the class.
After calling thd paint store,'the Paint Group lists sev-

eral kinds of paint and the good and bad points of each:

Oil base--durable, slow drying, messy,
doesn't wash off with water

h.! J
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From Pamela Johnson's, izd Stanley Myk's

class', grade 6-7.

Flat water basefast drying, washes off
with water, wears off and dirties easily

Shiny water basewashes off with water,
dries fairly rapidly, durable

They plan to recommend the shiny water base paint to the,.
class on the basis of their information from the paint store.

During their discussion, several questions come up which

cannot be resolvea:

What coior paint should we use?
How much paint do we need?
Is one brand better than another? How can

we tell?
'What price should we pay for paint?
Should we scrounge paint from people who
have leftover paint they don't need?

The group decides to ask these questions during the next

class discussiOn.
The Design Group firlt lists what they wish to do:

1. Observe and measure geoboard in the classroom

2. Look in catalogues at other geoboards

3. Draw up possible designs for geoboards

While some members of the group measure and make a scale

drawing of the gedboard-in the crafoóin;lithesgO-Iii-Elie
library to look through catalogues or diew up fheir own

designs. After much research, discussion, and drawing, tbe

. Design Group has four different designs to pres nt to the

class.

In one sixth-grade class manufacturing aprons, all
of the students drew a design for the apron. A com-

nattee then went through the designs and chose four
that they felt were most representative of those sub-

mitted. The class voted on the lour designs and
pdcked one to manufacture. (See.log by Barbara

Dahlberg.)

35
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When the class meets .as a group again, they begin by try-

ing to decide on one design. They first vote on the four

designs presented to them by the Design Group with the re-

sult that the votes are split evenly among the three designs

pictured in Figure B5-2.
One student asks, "What do we do now?"

. The teacher replies, "You still need to decide which de-

sign to pick. When you voted, what did you vote for?"
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Figure B5-2

The student answers, "The design we liked best."
The teacher aiks, "What about the design you liked second

best?"
Another student responds, "We didn't vote for that--but

we could! How would that help though?"
One girl replies, "Let's give points to the designs de-

pending on how well we liked them." She goes to t,he board

and writes: Best design -- 2 points
Second best --'1 point

The class then decides to vote again, this time to rate

the best and second best designs. After the number of points

are calculated, the results are as follows:

Number of Points

2 Points 1 Point

(Best) (Second best) Total

Dil.gn A. 18 9 27

Design B 20 12 32

Design C 18 7 25

One student states, "I'm glad Design B won because we can

use it for chess and checkers, too."
Another responds, "That's why I voted for Design B."

k

A combination fonrth- and fifth-grade class manufac-
turing bookmarks had to decide between six different

shapes. After a skill session on rating the choices,
the class voted by assigning points ranging from six
for their first choice to one for their sixth choice

of shapes. When the votes were tallied, the three
most popular shapes were a rectangular shape, a
square shape, and a diamond shape. After much

fr.s
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discussion, the class decided that the rectangular
shape, which received the highest vote, should be the

only pattern used. (From log by Marlene Johnson.)

The class next considers which material should be used as

the base for the geoboard. After the Base Group shows and

explains their chart, one boy notices that the winning de-
sign was one foot by one foat but that pine does not come

.in one-fobt widths. The class then decides that plywood
would be theThest material because it will be easy to cut
one foot-square boards from it and because Masonite is too

thin and Tri-Wall will not hold nails well. The Base Group

recommends a thickness of 3/8" and a size of 2' x 4', (small

enough for the students to handle easily) which the class

accepts.
The Nails Group then presents their chart on nails. After

the class has looked at the different nails, they decide a
'moderately priced nail similar to that used in the present

geoboards would be best. A member of the Base Group remarks
that the industrial drts teacher told them that the_Dalls-
should be about twice as long as the wood is thick, which

would be 3/4" long (3/8" x 2). This is accepted by the

class, but one girl remarks, "Now that we have decided on
which type of nail and how long, we have to figure out how

much nails for ill the boards will cost."
The class also discusses the problem of where they will

get the money for their geoboards. After several sugges-

tions have been made, the teacher mentions that the PTA has

a fund,for school supplies and that if the students can pre-

sent their need and costs to the PTA Board, then the PTA

would probably cover the cost of materials for the geoboards.

It is resolved by the class that a group be formed to work

on costs of materials and oq a presentation to the PTA.

When the class making aprons found'they needed funds

to buy fabric, a committee was formed to investigate

the possibility of a loan. After listening to the

report of the committee, their teacher granted the
students a loan of $50.00. Since the students
planned to sell their aprons to others in the school,
they were able to repay the loan with profits ob-
tained from the sale of the aprons. (See log by

Barbara Dahlberg.)

rl
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The Paint Group first presents their choice of paint and

then puts their list of questitIns on the board. Since many

people in the class feel that serounging the paint is a good
idea, it is decided that the Po& Group should write a
notice ab6ut bringing in unneeded paint to be read to other

classes in the school. "If that does not get us enough
paint, then we can think about buying some," one student

comments. The Paint Group agrees to shelve the rest of
their questions until they find out whether or not they will

need to buy paint.
Another student wonders, "What do we do now?. We have to

wait to find out about the money and paint before we can
begin to make our geoboards."

The teacher asks, "How are you actually going to make

your geoboards?" A student suggests building a sample geo-

board to find out, and several other students volunteer to
help him find scraps of wood, nails, and paint and get the

proper tools.
At the end of the discussion, the teacher asks for a vol-

unteer to review what the class has decided so that everyone

will know what to dd. .

STUDENT: The Cost Group has to figure out the cost of
wood and other materials for the class, contact the PTA, and
prepare a reporf to give to the PTA Board asking for the

money we need. The Paint Group has to write a notice for

other classes. The SamFle Group has to get materials and

tools together and make a sample geoboard.
Several sessions later the Sample Group reports to the

class. The student who built the sample geoboard lists on
the chalkboard the steps that he used in making the sample:

1. Measuring wood 4. Painting wood

2. Cutting wood 5. Marking the grid for lines

3. Sanding wood and nails

6. Putting in nails

He explains that, working alone, it took him about one and

a half hours on two different days to make the geoboard and

that painting the board was very time-consuming because he
had to paint one coat, wait an hour, paint a second coat,

and let the board dry overnight. Another student remarks.

that if each person makes their own geoboard, it will waste

a lot of time since there are not enough saws, hammers, or

paintbrushes for everyone to use one at the same time.
One student remarks, "We should have a bunch of people

paint all of the geoboards."

01
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"Yes," another responds, "we could have some kople cut-
ting the geoboards and othere sanding the geoboards. Then

making the geoboards would take less time." b

The teacher asks the class if they are sure that this is

the best way.to make the geoboards. The class feels that
making the geoboards assembly-line fashion would be best,
because it would take less,t1me than having each person work-
ing individually.

A student then comments, "We nedd to know how long each
step takes. Then we can flgure out how many people should
be working on each step."

The Sample Group is delegated to make another sample geo-
board with several people working on the sample while others

time the steps and observe the process.
During the next few sessions each group works on its

tasks. When the Cost Group has!its teport ready for the pTA,
they ask for a class meeting to discuss the report before

its presentation. The class approves of the report with a
few minor changes; the Cost Group now eagerly awaits their
scheduled meeting with the PtA Board. (See Figure B5-3 for

the list of materials and costs made up by the,Cost Group.)
A few days later the class meets again to hear reports.

The Cost Group states that they have Obtained the needed
funds from the PTA and'are now ready to buy materials. The

Paint Group reports that they have scrounged more than

enough paint. The Sample Grdup presents their liRt cf cteps
and times to the class:

A

Measuring and Marking Wood 3 min. 30 sec.

Cutting Wood 4 min. 40 sec.

Sanding Wood 3 min. 40 sec.

Painting Wood (2 coats) 9 min. 30 sec.

Marking the Grid 9 min. 15 sec.

Setting and Pounding Nails 11 min..35 sec.

TOTAL\TIME 42 min, 10 sec.

One member of the Sample Group remarks that marking the
grid is the most difficult and time-consuming task. Another

student suggests that perhaps he could make a tool that will

mark the grid faster. The class agrees that Xhis would be
a good idea, and several other students volunteer to help.

him.
The class then discusses the fact that the paint must

dry before any of:the steps following painting can be done.
"We should split the work into two parts, since painting the
boards means we cannot finish in one day", a.student sug-

C.) 9
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sesta. The,reat of the class agrees that they need some

sort of sxstem for making the geoboards.

A student suggests,- "We should work on the first four

steps one day and then work on the last two steps the next

day."
Another stuaent remarks, "We will need more people work-

ing on the last two steps because they take more time." The

class dtcides that the Sample Group should plan an assembly '

'line for the rest of the class.
Oe student is worried about making all the nails the

same height.' The class ofters several suggestions: Mark

nails with paint to show how deep they go into.the yood, or

Isake a device that will keep the nails at the same height as

they are hammered in. The student who plans to work on a

tool for marking the grid agrees to work on this device also.

A class of sixth- and seventh-grade students in

Lansing, Michigan, manufactured three-dimensional

tic-tac-toe games. Before making a prototype of

the game, the students constructed a template that

indicated the location of the pegs on the base of

.the game. This tool enabled the students to shorten

production time considerably. After producing a

prototype of the game, the class listed the steps ,

in making the game and the time required for each

one. (See log by Pamela Johnson and Stanley Byk.)

During the next few days, the Cost Group purchaies-the

materials, the Sample Group works on their plan and a new

group, the Tool Design Group, works on tool designs. As

sodn as the groups have finished their tasks, the class holds

a group ileeting in preparation for the actual production.

The Sample Group presents the following plan to the class:

DAY 1

Mark one-foot squares on boards

Cut boards
Sand boards
Paint boards
Passing boards betYeen groups

ta

4 people
6 people
3 people
12 people

3 people
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DAY'2

Mark grid
Set holes for nails
Pound nails
Passing boards

12 people
4 people
10 peopie
2 people

The group also shows the class tentative layouts of work

areas in the classroom for each day. .

During class discussion.of the plan and layouts severiq

important points are brought up:

There are only three saws available so.',.sx people

are top many to cut boards. 1

The workbench area for pounding nails is not big

enough for ten people. It is decided to use the

reading table for pounding nails,also.

The Tool Design Group feels that marking the grids
will be a faster job with the tool they inVented,
and therefore not as many people will be needed to

do it.

Once the marking of the wood is completed, the
group working on that step will have nothing to do.

Everyone should try to bring a paint brush and a

. hammer from home.

After the Sample Group revises the plan and layouts to
reflect suggested changes (see Figures B3-4 and B5-5) the

Tool Design Group demonstrates the tools they have invented

for marking the grid and keeping the nails at the same

height. One of the students explains that the grid-marking
tool (see Figure B5-6) should be placed exactly on top of

each board being produced with the nails pointing down and

then should be pressed *in slightly by.pounding with a hamer.

This will leave marks on the board where the nails go; the

grid can be drawn in by cross-hatching 'along the Tian marks.
The tool for keeping the nails at the same height (see Fio

ure B5-7) will be used for one row ofmails at a time. By

hamporing the nails in the large drilled holes to the height
of the topl, all nails Will be 3/8" above the board (the

thickness of the tool).
The clatt decides that the Tool Design Group should make

41,
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up six tools for marking-the grid and ten tools for keeping

the nails the same height. Since these tools are needed

only for Day 2, the Tool Design GIoup will work on dur-

ing Day 1 and other students who do not have a job can join

them.
The class then talks about choosing people for the var-

ious jobs. They decide that cutting the boards should'be

done by students with experience in using a shber saw and

all other jobs are open to those interested. A sign-up

sheet is posted and.students sign up for the jobs they want,

keeping in mind the number of people needed for each job.

A seventh-grade class in Lansing, Bichigan, designed

and producedsa school directory. They determined

the sequence of production procedures as follows:

collating pages and covers

straightening piles

inspecting

I.9 toritv-ith
4iimeltr hold,

stapling

final inspection

to,
drille1 It+ k4
+At it %it

stacking finished product

They organized the assembly line in the cafeteria

*0( and made a flow diagram. (From log by Howard King.)

Figure B5-7 The next day, the students begin production. Although

there is a small tieup at the cutting axes, everything goes

smoothly. At the end of the hour, all of the boards have

been markeA, cut, and sanded. Two need their first coat of

paint and eight need a second coat of paint. One student

comments that it is confusing to keep track of where in the

assembly line the boards are,each day. Another student then

volunteers to make a chart showing the work done each day.

(See Figure B5-8.)
Because fewer people are needed for marking,grids, the

Paint Group decides to set up during Day 2 and finish the

boards left from Day 1. When production etids on Day 2, all

boards are completed except for the ten that the Paint Group

has just finished. These ten boards will be completed at

the nevt Session. But one student in the class remarks that

some of the boards have crooked nails and some of the grid
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lines are not quite right. The class decides to appoint an

inspector to check the boards and send back those with poor

workmanship.

A second-grade class manufacturing folders for their

papers became aware that some of the folders were

being made sloppily. During a class discussion it

was decided that checkers would be chosen for each _

group. In addition, the following suggestions were
made for improving the quality of the work:

1. All groups work more slowly and carefully.

2. Tracers should have one person hold the

- pattern while the other traces.

3. Cutters should cut on the line.

4. Those folding should first make a line to

show where to fold, then fold.

5. Gluers should check the folded areas care-
fully before gluing, and after gluing should
wipe excess glue with a paper towel and hold
the glued part down for a count of twenty-

five.

(See log by Linda Lopos.)

Since all the boards have been painted, the class repeats

Day 2 at their next session. Several students who have been

pounding nails complain that they are tired of their job and

other students volunteer to switch jobs with them. One group

of students that worked on marking and cutting the boards

volunteers to fix the rejected boards. They are able to fix

all of the boards except one that was cut too small.

When the last board has been completed, the students

gather to discuss the results of their work. All agree that

the job was a lot easier than anticipated "because we worked

together." One student calculates that it took only about

6 minutes to'make one geoboard, (thirty-two geobards in
three hours), a lot less time per board than the forty-two

minutes that it tCok the Sample Oroup to make their board.

When the teacher aks what helpedimost to save time, the
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class says:
"We worked faster when we got used to using the tools."

"We had the classroom set up so that everyone could work

efficiently at their job."
As the discussion ends, one boy remarks, "We forgot to

get rubber bands!"
The class decides to donate the four extra geoboards to

another fourth-grade class. Several days later, one of the

third-grade teachers asks if the class would be winking to

make geoboards for her class too. Before deciding to do

this, the class decides to survey the school to find out if

other classes aldo want geoboards.
"The geoboards are easy to make," states one students

"so we should make enough for everyone who wants one.P

When the fifth-grade class making wristbands con-
sidered whether or not to continue production, they
decided to do so because lew fourth graders had had
an opportunity to order the wristbands. Before re-

suming production, the class listed possible activ-

ities to improve their procedures:

1. Work in shifts so that students who were
bored could change jobs.

2. Survey students in the school to determine

the number of prospective customers.

3. Design an inventory chart to keep track of

supplies on hand and supplies needed.

(See log by William Kucher.)

6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER What factors should you consider before deciding to make

INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS a product?

0 1

What will the product look like when it's finished?

* How can you find out if there is a demand for the product?

*This question applies to an item that is being manufactured

for sale to others.--ED.

11)



* a How can you determine what to charge for ihe product?

o. How can you figure out what sizes to make?-

How can the class decide on the best design?

* How can you find out what designs customers would ptefer?

What tools and materials qre needed to make the product?
Where will you get them?

Where can you gpt the money to buy necessary materials?

Where will you make the product? How can you find out how

much space you need?

How can you be sure of getting the best materials for your
purposes?

How do you know how many to make?...how much material to

buy?

What steps are involved in making the product?

How long does each step take?

How could you make the product in less time?

What is the best way to make the product ( individually,

in groups, on an assembly line, by subcontracting)?

What is a good way to decide how many people to assign to

each job on the assembly line?

What is the best way to organize,the work area?

How can you make the assembly.line more efficient?

How can you remedy boredom on the job?

How can you insure high quality?

*These questions apply to an item that is being manufactured

for sale to others.--ED.
(1 eN,
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* ..What is the best wii to distribute the product (tAke
orders, have a sale)? What is involved in organizing a

sale?

* How can you let others know about the product?.r-
* How can- you stimulate.sales of your product?

How can you keep track of your finances? ,

* Where can you keep the money you make? What,can you do

with the profits?

*These questions apply to an item that is being manufactured
for sale to others.--ED.

f I



C. Documentation

1. LOG ON MANUFACTURING

by Linda Lopos*
Ernest Horn School, Grade 2
Iowa City, Iowa
(September4ecember 1975)
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ABSTRACT
This second-yrade class began work on the Manufacturing

challenge of raking math folders in quantity while working

on a School Supplies challenge. (Their other activities
centered,around finding the best place for a Lost and Found

Box in the room.) After choosing oaktag as the material for

the folders and deciding on a design and size, the class
made samples and used them to take orders from the other pri-

mary classes. A total of fifty-eight folders were requested.
AftLr a class discusaion of the best way to make the folders,
the students divided the labor into five Steps and formed
groups to work on each step in an assembly line. During prol-

duction, students found that problems of sloppy workmanship
and boredom had to be resolved. When sixty folders had been

made, several children conducted a survey within the class
to determine where and when they should sell the folders.
With place and times determined, the,class advertised the
sale of the folders with posters, notea, and announcements,
set up a work schedule, and sold the folders at regular times
each day in their classroom until all the folders had been

sold. In preparation for an open house to be held at their
school, the class evaluated their activities and constructed
a flow chart showing what they had done.

Near the beginning of the school year I asked the chil-
dren to bring fifteen cents each to school so that I could
purchase folders for their math booklets. But when I found
that the folders would have to be ordered and that their
price had increased to twenty-five cents, I asked the class
whether anyone could think of a better way to supply the

folders. Several children volunteered to,bring some from
home or to buy enough for everyone, but, after some discus-
sion, the class decided that these were not practical solu-
tions to the problem. Then one boy suggested that the class,

make the folders. The 'other children thought this was an

excellent idea.

*Edited by USMES staff
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The-class discusded possible materials for making t4

folders, and decided on oaktag. They then listed the fol-

lowing things-to be done:

1. Find out where to,get the oaktag and

..how much it would cost

2. Find out how much oaktag is needed

3. Design a folder

4. Make the folders

The class formed four groups to work on each of these areas;

the children volunteered for the group in which they wished

to work.
The Design Group, composed of nearly half of the class,

wanted to work on designing a folder immediately. They be-

gan by experimenting with various methods.of making folders

without drawing a design first.
While the Design Group worked on the folders, the group

whose task was to find out where to get the oaktag sent a

-delegation of four children to the office to ask about it.

The children returned with the following information:

1. The school has packages of white oaktag

that the children could purchase.

2. The oaktag was 24" by 36" in size.

3. The oaktag cost $15,00 for a package of

100 sheets.

The group decided to try and find out the cost of one sheet

of oaktag. One girl suggested that we take a random price

'and add it one hundred times to see whether we reached

$15.00. She then suggested that the random price be $0.15.

After adding $0.15 ten times to get $1.50, and then adding

$1.50 ten times, the group was delighted to find that the

result was $15.00.
The group working on finding how much oaktag was needed

for one folier took a folder left from the year before and

. measured it. They found that it was 201/4" x 1711" in size.

At the next session, the Design Group displayed five

different designs of folders that they had made. Some of
)

the designs were made of two sheets of construction paper

ana had pockets, others were made with only one sheet. Last

year's folder, constructed from a single piece of paper lar-

ger than those that the Design Group had used, was also dis-

played.
The dlass then discussed how they could decide on the

best way to make the folders. They first decided to vote on

st



Figure 6-2

whether to use the folder design of last year or one of the

new designs. When the vote ties taken, th.,t result was-- s

'Atilt year's folder 12

new design 15

When I asked the children why they did not want to uge the

design from last year, several replied, "Because it took

more paper." The class still had to decide which of the new

designs would be best. They concluded that the best way to

find out would be to test each,design by putting the math

Materials in each of the folders to see which held them the

best.
When the class met again, they decided on the final de-

sign for their folder. They-determined--first by measuring

and then by placing the opened.folder on a sheet gf oaktag--

that two folders could be made from each sheet. Several

children then made up two samples of.the folder to show to

other classes sp that they might order folders also. (See

, Figure Cl-k.)
The next day, fott girls went to'the other primary classes

to tell them that we ere making folderi and to ask how many

children wanted one. A total of fifty-eight folders were

requested.,
The class next disc ssed howIthey would make the folders.

The following steps were 1istecPon the board:

1. Cut the sheets of oaktag in half

2. Trace an outline of the folder on each piece

3. Cut out the outline

4. Fold each piece into a folder

5. Glue the tabs of the folder

I asked the class what they thought would be the best way

to handle the tasks. One boy said, "Divide the class into

five groups--one for each task." I asked the class how many

people should be in each group. Another student vorunteered

to ga to the board and show the class her idia for deciding.

She drew five circles on the board to represent tech group.

She then put EQtally mark in each circle, one at a time,

until she had counted up to twenty-five (there were twenty-

five children in class that day). This resulted in five

children being in eadh group. The children then volunteered

for the task they wished to do.
,Stations were Set up in the room for each,group and'ihe

class started to make folders. The following sketch shOws

the steps in making the folders and the finished product.

( D9
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The class was very excited and many of the children were try-

ing to hurry through their tasks. This resulted in sloppy

work; several children became aware of this and complained

about the appearance of some of the folders.

After about twenty minutes of work, it was time to clean

up. I called the class together and asked them how they

thought things were going. Several children commented that

people were being sloppy. Mben I asked them why they thought

this was happening, one student replied that everyone was ex-

cited and wanted to hurry. Suggestions were made that we

have a checker for each group and that more class time be

scheduled for the work onythe folders. .

We continued our discussion of improving the sloppy work

at the next class session. Many suggestions for better work

-were made for each group. After agreeing that all groups

should work more slowly and carefully, the following sugges-

tions fox each group were listed on the board:

Tracers: Have one person hold the pattern
while another person traces.

.Cutters: Make sure you cut on the line.

Folders: Make a line to show where to fold
before folding.

Gluers: Check folded areas carefully before
gluing.
Wipe excess glue with a paper towel.
Hold the glued part down for a count

of twenty-five.
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The class also acided that one person from. each group
dhould inspect the work being done.

The class then worked on the folders for about twenty

minuteS, They seemed much more pariicular about their work.
The "inspectors" were rejecting poorly Oone work and the
class as a whole was taking great pride in their work. One

child commented, "This.is just likc a factory."
Jbe class continued to construct the folders for several

more class F.asions. While circulating among the groups, I

noticed several things:

1. The children had beenrcomplaining to each
other about poor workmanship. The reject

piles seemed to be getting larger.
2. Some children were getting bored and wanted

to change jobs.

3. Some work areas were overloaded with work,
especially the folding and gluing areas.

I decided to bring up these problems with the class. As

a result, jobs.were reassigned with some children keeping
the job they were doing previously and others changing their

jobs.
Fourof the children formed a new gkoup to work on adver-

tising the folders. They decided to make posters but did
not know when or where the sale would be. They finally de-

cided that they should survey the other primary classes as
well as their own to find out when and where to sell the
folders. But, when the group brought up their idea of a sur-
vey with the rest of the class, most of the children did not
think that they should ask the other classes where and when

the folders should be sold. One boy, whose father runs a
store, said, "My dad doesn't ask anyone when we should have

our store open." The majority of the children felt that our
class should decide where and when to sell the folders, and
a new group of children volunteered to develop a survey to

be used in our class.
When the Survey Group met later in the day, they decided

that the survey should include these two questions:

1. Where should we sell the folders?

2. When'should we sell our folders?

I asked the group how many different answers they could get
from the class in response to these questions.- One girl
suggested that the survey should have a selection of times

101
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and places on it. Alter revising the survey to include

these choices, the group made up a ditto iaster and then

made twenty-seven copies of the sur*ey. (See Figure C1-2

for a copy of the survey.) The Survey Group gave the

dren about ten minutes to answer the survey; they then tal-

lied the results.
At the next class session, the Survey Group reported on

the results of the survey. The following information was

listed on the board:

Where When

gym
Our room
by front door
other

10

16

2

recess
before school
after school

16

16

12

When I asked the class if anyone could think.of another way

to show these results, one girl with previous USMES exper-

ience said that we could makea 'graph. Most of rhe dlass

was interested in doing this. One group of ten htudents

made bar graphs showing the "where" data and another group

worked on graphs showing the "when" data. (See Figures C1-3

and C1-4 for examples of these graphs.) The students counted

the boxes both horizontally and vertically on the graph paper

and found that there were not enough boxes to show sixteen

responses (the greatest number of responses on the survey)

on the graph if each boxWas worth one response. One stu-

dent then suggested that each box "should be worth two."

The children were then able to complete their graphs, with

those having previous experience helping those who had none.

The children who were not involved in graphing the survey

data discussed where in the room the folders should be sold

and who was to do the selling. One girl suggested miaking up

a schedule for selling the folders to make sure everyone had

a turn.
Since sixty folders had been completed, the class met to

decide on how they would advertise and sell them. After

much discussion the class decided that they needed to do the

following things:

1. Make posters
2. Mhke notes to pass out to the other primary

classes

3. Announce the sale of folders to other primary

classes
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4. Survey the class to find out where'in the
room the folders should be sold

'5. Make out a work schedule for those interested

ih selling

The childXen volunteered to work in one of the five groups.

The Roster Group dedigned posters on "practice Daper.Y They

plan d to copy.them onto oaktag with felt-tip marker§.

The gote Group composed a note to be given to a 1 df' e

primarychildren. Several members of the. group we. to the

ci:hteachers in the primary section to get the number

dren ip each class so that they could make the corr ct num-

ber of copies, whith were then run off on the ditto machine.

(See Figure C1-5.)
The group Working on annduncements wrote'up an announce-

ment 'and made four copies for the four members of Lle group.

The announcement was divided into two reading parts so that

each child would have a chance to read. After practicing .

the parts during recess, the children visited ,thekother pri-401.

mary roomts:"Io read the announcement. (See Figure C1-6.)

The Survey Group decided that the three most reasonable

places in the room to sell the folders were'the art'tenter,

the reading table, and the front of the room. Accordingly,

they listed these places on the survey (as well a the

"other") and asked iheir classmates to choose one of them

as the best place to sell the folders. (See Figure_C1-7:)

They planned to conduct the survey at the next clás 'session.

The Work Schedule Group made up a chart of times and days

for sel1ing the folders. After eliminating the names

seven people who did not wish to sell folders, they wrOte.

in the names of the remaining twenty children, two for each

block of time. (See Figure C1-8.)

The Survey Group conducted their survey with the follow-

ing results:

Art Center 11, Reading Table 6 1/

Front of Room 10 Other 0

When the class discussed the results of the survey, it was

pointed out that since the art table was always set up for

art activities during the morning, it would be difficult_to'

clear it in time to sell forders during morning recess and

then have it ready for the next group using the are'center.

The class then decided they should take a land vote to

choose between the art center and the front of the room.

The front of the room won by a vote of twepty-three to four.

4
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The groups,them continued td' work on their teaks and cofm-

pleted all preparations for their sale (scheduled to begin

on the following Thursday). The Poster Group completed

their posters and hung them in all the rooms of the Primary _

Unit, and the Work Schedule Group posted the completed work

schedule at the front of the room.
The sale of the folders was a big success. The class fol-

1-wed the work schedule for several weeks and revisited the ,

_ner primary classes occasionally to remind the students to

auy Ofeir folders. When the sale of the folders lessened

considerably, the work schedule was discontinued and an-
nouncements were made in each primary class that those stal

interested in buying folders could purchase them before or

after school. This continued until all of the folders were

Sold.
A week after the'folders were first placed on sale, an

"Open House" wai held at the school. WhemI asked the class

how we might tell those visiting our room what we had been

doing, the class suggested that we write our activities on

the board. Together, the class and I constiucted a flow

chart of our activities. (See Figure C1-9.) When the chart

was completed, the students enjoyed following the arrows and

reading from the boxes the story of our activities with the

folders. The whole class was proud of the work they had

done.
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2. LOG ON MANUFACTURING

by William Kucher*
Marina Vista School, Grade 5

Marina, CA1ifornia
(October 1973-June 1974)

ABSTRACT
This fifth-grade class was involved for nine months in

the manufacture of leather wristbands. After making prelim-

inary sketches, students noted the importanCe of accurate

proportions. They used "cirdboard prototypes to determine

how many wristbands could be cut from each piece of leather.'

A division of labor was worked out, and group leaders super-

vised the assembly line production. The wristband price was

determined by the cost of the materials and by an informal

survey of the pricesustomers were willing to pay. Adver-

tising posters were made and order forms were devised. A

treasurer was,selected to be in charge of all finances, in-

cluding tax collection. During Christmas vacation, money

.
was deposited in a class savings account. Because the de-

mand for the wristbands was so great, Aroduction continued

for the following five months, eventually changing to the

manufacture of leather keychains. The class continually

evaluated their progress and implemented changes for im-

provement.

I introduced the Manufacturing unit to ty class of fifth-

graders with a general discussion of manufacturing.** To

the students, the word manufacturing meant such things as

factories, engines, tools, wood, electricity, making things,

and using supplies to make useful shapes. They also associ-

ated manufacturingwitivcrushing, shaping, melting, putting

, things together,'assembling,'and molding. A variety of manu-

factured items was listed on the board, and the clasd con-

cluded that just about everything is manufactured. I then

'TO

*Edited by USMES staff

**In many-cases students begin work on this unit when the

need to make an item in quantity arises in the context of

work on other USMES units such as Designing for Human

Proportions, Soft Drink Design, or Orientation.--ED.
1
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asked them, "What has,to be done before something is manu-

factured?" Their response was that materials must be gath-

ered, plans or blueprints made, workers hired, and a product
decided upon.

The next day the.class generated the following list of
possible products for them to make as a class:,

pencils

pencil holders
bookshelves
drinks

boxes
books

chimes (= bells

folders
"slam books" (autograph books)

chalk boards
decorations
tool kits
calendars

-

They touched on the fact that the work could be done in the
classroom, in the Design Lab when it was completed, or in a
place built by the class.

Since mobt of the students had decided that they wanted
to make something for themselves, I told them to think about

what they 'each wished to have. We then talke& about how we
could make something for parentg, friends, or the other stu-
dents in the'school after each student had made eomething

for himself. This led to the idea of selling a product and

using the profits to buy something for the class car the

DesighLab.
A few days later when we discussed why people manufacture

things, the class came up with the following reasons:

1. People want to make money.
2. Others might need the product.

3. The product might help other people.

The consensus welq that they themselves would be interested
in manufacturing something to fill a need and to make money.
the discussion turned to how they'might find out (before
beginning production) whether a need or demand for a partic-

ular product existed. The students suggested the following

ways to find out: taking orders, polling a13 classrooms,
taking a random sample of three or four classrooms.

Other practical matters were Also dealt with during this

session. The class agreed that they would have to think of

a product that was useful, for which they could get the

necessary materials, and which they would be able VO make.

To get materials, they considered bringing them from home,
pnrchasing them, or asking for donations. As for finances,

most of them mentioned getting a loan from a balk.

'1 1,;



Near the end of the period, I asked each person to write
down five products he'or she would be interested in making.
Of_all the suggestions, leathercrafts (belts, purses, wal-
lets, wristbands).and metal rings with the school name or a
perspn's name on them really excited a group of ten students
*ofelt that all stUdents would want these products.

The next day, a list of sixty-four items, compiled from
the students' lists, was writen on the board. Each student

ebose ten products from the list that he/she most wanted to

manufacture. These were recorded in each student's log book.
During the next period we again considered the list of

sixty-four items. I asked the class to divide into groups;

each group was to choose ten items from the list. The class

decided that three groups would be,good since too many groups
would result in a list just as long as the one they were now

considering.
Before group discus:ions got underWay, we reviewed the

important factors to consider before choosing a product:
what the product looks like, how it is made, hcw it is used,
who will use it, what materials and tools are needed, and

what space is required.
The first group began their discussion by considering the

items on the big list one-by-one; the secoLd group collected
all of their log books and used the lists of ten choices
each had made previously. They awarded one point to an item

for eaoh time it occurred and then took the top ten in the

point standings as their list of ten.
The third group began by discussing Marina Vista shirts.

When one student pointed out that they would not be making
the shirts but only marking the letters on already-made ,

shirts, the group decided these would be a'good item to sell.
After choosing the ten items that they preferred most, the
group priced the items, using the criteria that the price

should be how mUch the item was worth to the person buying

it. Their list (with prices) is as follows:

1. Marina Vista Shirts ($1.85) 6. Wallets ($1.00)

2. Rings (leather or metal) ($.25) 7. Bookcases ($.85)

3. Belts (braided leather) ($1.00) 8. Candles ($.80)

4. Marina Vista Pins ($.10) Vests ($1.00)

5. Wristbands ($.15) 10. Binders ($.95)

I started the next session by reading the lists of pro-'

ducts decided upon by the three groups. We then began .dis-

cussing the products one-by-one, detailing the factors in-

volved in making each product. For example, to prodUeo

leather wristbands, the students deCided they could put

.11.
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designs on the leather with a leather burner, leather toOls,

an etching tool, or by painting them. Ideas of what to liut

on.the leather included names, pictures, names of baseball

teams, or peace signs. For attaching both ends of the bands,

the class suggested buckles, clips, snaps, cloth, and elas-

tic. They also noted that they would have to know the size

of a person's Wrist to make these wristbands. After discuss-

ing Marina Vista shirts, rings, pennants, and wristbands,

all of the students seemed to prefer wristbands, with,Marina__

Vista shirts coming in second.
Although some students in the class appeared to be eager

to make a decision so that they could begin production, the,

class decided to continue the discussion of the products in

case they found something better than wristbands. They con-

tinued totalk about various possibilities for the next

three sessions, eliminating comics, binders, models, belts,

pinatas, and candles. Their criteria for eliminating these

products were based on whether the class really wanted to

make the iten, whether they could useAit, whether other stu-

dents would want it, the difficulties that might arise in

making it, and what the costs would be.

After all the products had been discussed, the class was

ready to make a decision. They chose wristbands with only

two dissenting votes. Their reasons for deciding to manu-

facture wristbands were that they were something that every-

one in the class wanted and could use, and that they also

wished to make them for the other students in their school

(and possibly students at other schools). The class 'agreed

that their first-steps in making the wristbands should be

finding out what materials and tools were needed and buying

whatever was necessary.
Students offered the following suggestions on the appear-

ance of the bands:

1. There should be two different designs, a sports

design for boys and a floWer design for girls.

2. The class should take a survey of what designs

people like.

3. Snaps or buckles should be used as fasteners.

4. Wristbands should be made to order.

5. There should be samples to choose from.

Following,this discussion, I asked students to draw some

sample wristband shapes.
A week later, we took a look,at the sketches the students

had created. One sketch of a wristband that included a strap

11"



Figure C2-1

stmo

and a buckle is shown in Figure C2-1. The students were

quick to notice that the sizes of the wristbands in the

sketches were incorrect. Therefore, I passed out sheets of

construction paper so that each student could make a pattern

for a wristband that would fit him or her. Sove students

used the paper to measure around their wrists, while others

used a measuring tape. The wristband sized for students in

the class ranged from 5" to 7".. One boy included an extra

set of snaps on his pattern, making his wristband adjustable.

His pattern is shown in Figure C2-2.
Some students liked his idea and modified, their patterns

by adding extra snaps. At that point, the glass decided

thatvhen they started to make wristbandi for others, they

would need to know now only what design a customer wanted,

but also whaf size wrist he or She had. Some students

argued that adjustable bands would fit anyone, but others

thought that the range of sizes among fourth/fifth/sixth-

grade customers would be too broad.*

4744.4W l

One boy was particularly worried about how we could make

sure a person who ordered a wristband would receive it.

His anxiety led to a discussion of#order flrms, receipts,

and carbon copies of orders.
At the next session, I brought in two large pieces of

scrap leather, about four to five square feet each, that I

had purchased at a leather store, and tools I had borrowed

from friends--leather cutters, gougers, hole punchers, and

a set of decorator stamps. I demonstfated the tools and

showed the'class a strip of leather/on which I had stamped

a name. After seeing my sample, most of the students wanted

to purchase a set of letter stamps but a few still wanted to

try usfhg a leather burner.
After the tool demonstration, I opened a discussion about

how many wristbands the students thought we could make from

the leather on hand. Orie student realized we had to decide

on a wristband s4e, Snd so we started by figuring out the

length of a wristband. Since the students liked the pattern

with adjustable snaps, we 411 tried on the paper pattern:and

found that it was a little too big for everyone. The boY

who had designed the pattern shortened it to 71/2" and rear-

ranged the snaps. Next, we considered how wide the wrist-

Figure C2-2

*The students might decide to measure a sample of the stu-

dents to determine whether one length, made adjustable by

the attachment of extra snaps, would fit all students who

might want to buy a wristband. See Background Paper, PS 4

Design of Surveys and Samples.--,ED. 1
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Figure C2 -a

bands shouldibe and we decided that 1 3/4" would be about

right.
With the size determined, the class divided into groups

of three to figure out how many bands we could make out of

the two scraps of leather we had. So that each group could

.
experiment, I had traced the shapes of the leather scraps

onto large pieces of paper. They looked approximately like

those shown below.

Before the students started working, I reviewed the quarter

inch and halfinch markings on the ruler.

During the next session, representatives of each group ex

plained their method for determining how many wristbands

could be cut out of the leather pieces. Some of the methods

were as follows:

1. Working in three different sections of the
leather piece, without a plan

2. Starting at both sides and working toward the

middle

3. Making a straight line across the bottom and

proceeding one row at a time, from bottom to

top.

4. Moving around the sides of the outline

5. Making rectangles measuring 71/2" x 7" on the

paper and dividing them into four wristbands

Each of these ideas was criticized in terms of how much

leather was wasted. Many comments were also made about the

size of the outlines, which varied by as much as 1/2" on

many of the papers. It was suggested that everyone remeasure

their outlines. One group said that they had made squares

of 7 112" on the paper and then drawn in the outlines inthe

squares, but when one student checked by marking off soya

wristbands on the sqtqtre, he found that they took up 7 1/2"

by 6 3/4"'and he had space left over.
When work resumed, three groups decided to start over.

Another group made a cardboard model of the wristband to use

as an outline, thus avoiding having to measure aver and over.

The layout for one piece of leather is shown in Figure-C2.

1



Cutting out a wristband.

44,
The leather was approximately 54" lby 20" at its greatest

lengih and width.
A week later, the groups had finished marking the out-

lines,, and reported that they could gef fifty-five to sev-
enty-eight bands from the large piece of leather and forty

to forty-five from the small piece.* .Everyone agreed that

the measurements should be checked before cutting the leath-
er, and so the students remeasured using rulers or cardboard

models. As a result, the figures were readjusted to sixty-
six bands for the large piece and forty-five bands for the

small piece. Three suggestions for what to do next were (1)

to figure out orders, (2) to learn how to use the tools, and

(3) to mark and cut the leather.
The next day, a parent brought in a large'box of leather

scraps and we were able to experiment with the tools. One

student was in charge of each of the following tools: let-

ter stamps, designer stamps, and cutting ahd'punching tools.

A few students also worked with a leather burner. As the -

students experimented, several problems became apparent:

1. The hammer wasn't heavy enough to make deep

impressions frhm the stamps.

2. It was very easy to stamp the letters on upside

down or backwards.

3. We had to be very careful when working with the
X-acto knife because it was very sharp.

4. It was difficult to cut the leather straight.

*The students might estimate the greatest number of wrist-
bands that could ,be cut from the leather if no leather

were wasted. This could be done by weighing both a wrist-
band and the piece of leather and then dividing the weight
of the leather piece.by the weight of the wristband. A
more realistic estimate might be calculated by drawing
small squares of equal size on the leather piece and on the
wristband and dividing the number of squares on the leather
piece by the number of squares on the wristband. Each of '

these numbers would-be larger than the number of wristbands
that could actually be cut from the leather piece, but each
would constitute an ',upper bound, thus givihg some indica-
tion of the maximum number of wristbands that could be ob-
tained from the leather.--ED.
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Stamping letters.

3. Only the strongest students could work the
hole puncher.

The next day we discussed possible solutions to these
problems. Some students suggested using a sledge hammer on

the stamps. Three ways of improving the cutting were also
suggested:

1. tracing around A wooden model with the X-acto,

knife
2. running the knife between two blocks of wood

3. working more slowly

The students continued to experiment with the tools and
work on the problem areas--cutting the leather and stamping
letters and designs. One boy drew a line on the leather
with a pencil before applying the letters so that his let-
ters would line lip with one another. Biwetting the leather
and hitting harder, students were able to make the letters
penetrate deeper. Cutting was also improved when students
cut along straight edges or drew lines and slowly cut along
them. Meanwhile, I demonstrated how to apply snaps, and one
student experimented with usinglaces as fasteners.

The lollowing day some.of thastudents began work on
their own wristbands while others continued to experiment
with the tools. Most of those working on a wristband began
by measuring their wrists and cutting out the leather. A

few were certain of their measurements and,began marking
their leather immediately; some of them later found that
their wristbands were too small,

Because it was difficult to fit an entire name on the
wristbands, one girl suggested putting first name and last
initial or using only initials. The students began asking
each other for help as they now realized that certain stu-
dents were,better at certain jobs.

I began the next session by asking the students what
steps, were involved in making a wristband, and they,sug-
gested the following selluence:*

*The students might look over the list of steps to see
whether several could be done it the same time. Each step
could then be timed and the total tine to make one wrist-
band calculated; only the longest of concurrent steps
would be included in this total.--ED.
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1. Measure wrist size.

2. Mark on the leather.

1. Cut the leather.

4. Edge the cut piece (I had purchased an edging
toOl -when the class complained about the uneven

edgeS).1

5. Figure out where.to put any letters or designs.

6. Wet the leather.

7. Mark letters or,designs.

8. Dye the leather.
9. Put on the snaps.

,The students continued to work diligently on their wrist-

sands. They used scraps to figure out-how long the bands
had to be to hold two snaps on one end and one snap on the

other with an overlapping piece. The class adopted a new

shape when one girl used straight cuts near the ends of the

band instead,of curved cuts 04::::::10° .

This new way was easier to cut and left more room for snaps.
In order to center their names, some students began to place ")

all the letters on the leather before hammering.

At the end of the period, we had a discussion about wheth-

er or not we were manufacturing. One girl.thought we were

iike,a,factory because we were going through different steps

to make something. But someone else mentioned that we
weren't really manufacturing because we were making our own

bands and that we would be manufacturing only when we took

orders And made bands for other people. At that point, one

boy brought up the fact that some people were better at work-

ing with the leather tools than others. This led another

student to suggest that we divide the labor when we started

filling orders for other people. Half the class was in

favor of an assembly line; the other half preferred having

each person take his awn orders and make the wristbands for

those orders.
The next day I demonstrated the use of the various colors

of dye. Then I remarked that, because there were so many
activities going on, I would not be able to assist everyone

as much as I wished. As a result, the students suggested
that they could help by having group leaders to supervise

the use of the tools. When there were too many volunteers,
we decided the leaders should be those people who were best

at using the different tools.
Once the leaders had been selected by class consent, dif-

ferent sections of the room were set up for performing the

arious activities. This arrangement worked out exceedingly

Or'
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Figure C2-4

well; the leaders did a great job.--Thehext-day, since the

leaders hadn't had a chance to work on their own bands, they

chose capable students to replace them as leaders. A sketch

of one of the completed wristbands is shown in Figure C2-4.

During several previous discussions, we had talked about

how we would determine customers' sizes,establish a sale

price, and handle orders. Students had made three sugges

tions on sizes:

1. Measure each customer's wrist with a tape

measure.

2. Offer three sizes.

3. Make a model with many snaps and try it on

the customer to determine his size.

A pattern for the last suggestion is pictured in_Figure C2-5.

The class had agreed on this last idea, but the)i wanted to

make the bands.adjustable by adding an extra snap, in case

the customer's wrist became too large for the original size.

They also decided to ask the customer which designs and/or

what name should be stamped on the wristband.

MEORDe578,

Figure C2-5

1.
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With the pattern, two boys made model wristbands to use for

measuring customers. They cut out a strip of cardboard and

punched five to six snap holes in it. For display purposes,
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they stamped all the letters of the alphabet and all the
available designs on a scrap piece of leather and made sam-
ples of the various dyes.

During a discussion about the model, I asked the class
what they would do if someone ordered a wristband for a rel-
ative outside of the school so that we couldn't use our
model. Someone replied that we could just add 1/2" to their
Wrist size to get ithe wristband size. However, when we
tried it out on our awn wrists and wristbands, we discovered
that,in most cases, the wristband size was 21/4" larger than
the wrist size. We came up withsthe following formula:

Wrist size + 21/4" = wristband size.

When we discussed price, suggestions ranged from $.50 to
$4.00, with $1.00 being the most common suggestion. One
student defended $4.00 as a good price by saying that hand-
made items are more expensive, but another student said that
everyone would buy a wristband if the price was $.50. The
discussion was tabled when one boy said we shouldn't set the
price until we'knew how much it would cost to make one wriut-
band.

Later, after surveying six or seven people, including the
principal, one boy announced that everyone in the school was
willing to pay $1.00. Half the class agreed with him and
half recommended lower prices of $.75 and $.90.* I pro-
ceeded to make a list on the board of the costs of the var-
ious materials that had been used to date. When the class
realized they already owed $30.00, aley decided that $1.00
was A good price. They reasoned that they would Jlave to
'sell about thirty bands to break even; after that they would
use the profits to buy new materials to make more bands.

Now that we had the price, we included it on a poster
that three students had made. The poster also advertised
such things as "choice of dyes" and "any writing you want."
This poster was hung outside the room, and a smaller one was
placed in the sixth-grade hallway.

Another topic covered was order-taking. The'class de-.
cided to have five people go to the other classrooms' with

samples and order books, while the rest of the class worked

*Students might discuss whether enough students had been
surveyed about the cost of the wristband. They might de-
tide to conduct a more extensive survey to find out how
much students were willing to pay. See Background paper,
PS 4 Design.of Surveys and Sanples.--ED.
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on the wristbands. One student showed us an order form she

had mode which included a place for the customer's name,

room number, and size; the name and design were to be writ-

ten in the remaining space. Several girls worked on the

order forms. They obtained some forms from a parent's store

and devised the sample shown in Figure C2-6;

Next, I asked the students to pair off and practice writ-

ing orders, using the order forms. Some had trouble remem-
bering to ask what designs or letters were desired and some
didn't indicate whether the size they had written down its§

for the customer's wrist or the wristband. A suggestioiss
made to put a grid,

on the order form, with W standing for wrist size and. B

standing for band size.
Near the end of one of the periods, we had a short dis-

cussion about charging tax. Instead of giving the tax money

to the government, the class felt we should give it to the

school. We also decided to keep our money in the cash box
we had bought,,and the secretary,was put in charge ofdt
untll 4 treasurer was elected.

The first thing we discuSsed after our own Wristbands
were finished was whether to set up an assembly line for

making the wristbands that had been ordered or to have each

person work alone, making wristbands for his or her own

customers. The class eventually reached a compromise: the

labor would be divided but the person who took the order
would be responsible for seeing that it was completed cor-

rectly.
Next, we decided on the tollowing jobs and the number of'

people necessayy for each job:

Job No. of Workers

1. Ordering 5

2. Planning 3

3. Cutting, 4

4. Edging and U-gouging 2

5. Wetting 2

6. Stamping letters 2
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CUstomer ordering a wristband.

1.

Job No. of Workers

7. Stamping designs 2

8. pyeing 2

9. Putting On snaps 3

10. Collecting money and making

deliveries

4

In those cases where more people wanted to work qn a certain
job than were neede0, we either voted to determine who
should do the work or chose the persoh who had demonstrated
that he/she couid best do the job. We also chose a trea-

surer and an organizer who would be in charge of planning '

and checking orders.
We were now ready to begin making wristbands for sale;'

so five students whose job was ordering went to another

class to take orders. When they returned, I asked them to

check with another person to make sure they had included

all the necessary information. When they realized that some

orders did not,have sizes or designs, they went back to the
oiher class wjth a measuring tape and the size models to

complete the orders..
When they returned, work was begun on six wristbands.

The plannidg group checked the orders, stapled each one to
an envelope,, and sent it to the cutting department. The

envelope waOised to transport the wristband from one de-

partment to the next. At the end of the day, the wristbands

were put into folders indicating which step in the process .

was to be performed next.
By the end of the second day of production, we realized

Ahat certain steps were taking longer than others. For ex-

ample, dyeing and cutting took a long time while wetting and

edging were short jobs. Those with short jobs decided to
do their homework or amuse themselves when they had downtime.
At the letter-stamping area, two boys devise&a new way to
center the names on the bands by starting with the middle

letter and working out. We now had six wristbands completed
and delivered and another nine completed and ready for de-

livery.
Theenext day started with a discussion of our schedule.

Things seemed fo be backing up at the planning and cutting

centers. Although the students were willing to 'work over-

time to catch up, they slab realized that many customers
were buying wristbands for Christmas presents and thatitheir
orders had to be completed before Christmas vacation. There-

fore, the students agreed to stop taking orders until after

132
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Christmas pr at least until we hadfinifthed the orders we
already had.

Production continued for several days. Halfway through
one period, fhe snap center-ran out of a certain type.of
snap and the dye center needed.a new supply of two dye
colors. Everyone agreed that we should use our current
profits of $32 to buy more'snpplies'since we still had or-
ders totaling $42.

On another day we had very little,leather left and
twenty more orders to fill. The students were able to cut
twenty fnds from the available leather, but at the end of
the.period we found a mistake on one of the bands. That
meant getting more leather, and I decided to get only enough
for a few more bands.

Two students counted the money and reported that we had
$72.52 and that $3.23 in bills had already been paid but
that we also owed some money to the school for-paying some
of our bills. Wheh the students heard how Much money we had,
they began making suggestions for spending it--buying ice
cream, paying salaries, going on a field trip, and buying a
Christmas tree. One girl said that we shouldn't make plans
until all wristbands had been sold and paid for.

Ibe next day we finished All the wristbands. Since we
had only twenty-five snaps, but needed thirty, we remeasured
the remaining customers and made the last batch of bands
with one snap on each side. Just as we were finishing, the
'cafeteria clerk came in to ask about two wristbands she had
ordered thai we hadn't written down. I happened to have a
long strip of leather that I was going to use to make a belt,
but I agreed to sell it to the class for $2.00. The leather-
strip was 1-3/4" wide, the exact width of a wristband, and
so only the length had to be cut. We completed the last
wristbands out of the belt leather.

The next day the treasurer gave another report, including
one last-minute order for another wristband for the cafe-
teria clerk. His figures were as follows:

i rir)
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Cash on hand $ 94.73

Cash to be earned

. from finished orders 9.45

Cash to be earned from
one last-minute'order +1.05

TOTAL $105.23

Bills to be paid -25.77 ($11.81 already
paid)

TOTAL PROFIT $ 79.46

Someone mentioned that taxes had to be paid, so one student
went over each receipt and added up the tax, which came to

about $6.00.
The next problem was what to do with the'money over the

vacation. Someone said I should take it home, but I didn't

want the responsibility. Therefore, the class agreed that

we should open a savings account. The next day I asked the

class to think of a name for the savings account; the class

voted to call themselves "Cowhouse 5." However, one boy

protested because he said the name didn't really indicate

that we were a leather company. This led to an argument

about whether we were a company or a shop. Although some

students thought we were similar to a factory, most agreed
that we didn't have machinery like a factory and we were

smaller than most factories. :Therefore, they decided we

must be a shop. They settled on the name "Cowhouse 5

Leather Shop."
Over the vacation, I put $80.05 of the class' $100.05 in

a savings account. When classes resumed, I asked the stu-

dents if they knew why I had kept $20.00 in cash. Their re-

sponses were (1) to pay the bills, (2) to get more supplies,

and (3) to have some change for customers.
Our next topic of conversation was whether or not to con-

tinue manufacturing wristbands. A few students said they

had been asked by other students when we would be ready to

take orders again. Another student mentioned that many

fourth graders had pot had an opportunity to place orders
because their recess didn't coincide with ours. Thede ar-

guments convinced the class to resume production.
During the next five months, we continued manufacturing

wristbands and eventually s4itched to leather key chains.

'
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The chart below shows improvements that were suggeited by

the class and tells whether or not they were implemented.

Improvements Implemented

Buying leather belt strips at $2.00 apiece

rather than usinufree leather scraps. Stu-

dents felt that the loss oY profit--25c per
wrictoand--was worth the savings in labor.

Yes

Improving business through advertising--
posters, signs, written ads for the school
bulletin, commercials to be acted out.

Yes

Completing orders according to the date they

were taken because some customers were upset
about having to wait too long for their bands.

Yes

Organizing two shifts so that students who

were bOred could change jobs.

Shifts were organized, but t ere

was too much confusion wh one

shift took over from the other and
it was too noisy for st dents who

were studying. Therefo e, the class

went back to the previo s system of

working together.

Surveying students in the school to deter-

mine the number of prospective customers in
order to decide how much more leather, snaps,

and dye to buy. 4

----.

Survey wss started but data was ig-

nored. Instead students estimated
amount of materials to buy and de-

cided to use any extra materials for
making other leather goods in the

future.

When supplies ran low again, students de-

cided to set a final date for order-taking so
that they could determine exactly what sup-

plies to buy.

Yes

Designing an inventory chart to keep track of

"Supnlies on hand" and "Supplies needed."

Chart was designed but it wasn't

kept up-to-date.

,

Designing forms to keep track of finances. Yes

Graphiag number of orders filled per month,
amount of sales per month, and expenses per

month.

Yes
.

Branching out into the manufacturing of
leather key chains--Teady-made and made to

order.

Yes

Designing a catalogue showing styles,
designs, and colors of kgy chains available.

Yes

Using advertising gimmicks to promote key
chains, e.g., offering discounts at certain
times of year; giving free key chains if a

certain number of wristbands were purchased;
having a drawing for a free',prize, for

,customers only.

Students were enthusiastic about
these ideas but there wasn't enough
time at the end of the year to

implement them.
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ABSTRACT
The challenge to Make some piece of clothing in quantity

arose in this*sixth-grade class while the students were work-

ing on Designing for Human Proportions. Students decided to

make Design Lab aprons both for themselves and for sale to

other students. After deciding which measurements were

needed, they wised and carried out a survey in each grade.

The data was . !lied on bar gr'aphs and scatter graphs, and
the.students were able to compare different measurements to
determine the relationships between the measurements. Five

sizes of aprons were recommended and patterns were made.
After cbmparative shopping for materials, the' class began --
production and found that they needed*to solve laroblems con-
cerning frayed edges, folding and cutting the material, and

selecting tie strings. Stations were set up for division of

labor and an inspection committee was formed for quality

control. A second survey was conducted to determine the
sizes and quantities of aprons xospective customers would

buy. A sale price was established and a finance group was
chosen to take care of money matters. The class sold aprons

in the school store and later held an evaluation of their
production and sales.

l

The desire to manufacture aprond arose wh
e
A my class was

working on the Designing for Human'Proportion challenge.

Initially the children were involved in measu ing the heights
of everyone in the class to prove that the dr nking fountain

and the mirrors in their area wer&too low. Using graphs of

their data, they convinced the principal to raise the mirrors.
Then I inentioned the fact that the problems they had

worked on were relatively simple compared to designing
clothes, and I challenged the class to think of sore piece of

clothing that they could make. Suggestions included socks,

belts, scarves, mittens, and aprons; the class voted to

produce aprons. When I asked the children what we should do
first, they suggested measuring, and then realized that they

didn't know what to measure. One girl suggested designing

an apron first and thenliguring out what measurements were

needed.

*Edited by USMES staff



Figure C3-1

The following day, a committee went over the apron de-

signs that had been submitted and chose four. The class

voted on the four designs, with the winning pattern shown

in Figure C3-1.
A discussion was held the next day on what measurements

were needed, and the following list was coMpiled:

grade age sex

chest width

waist to collar bone

weist

knee to waist

Figure C3-2

1. lehgth from collarbone to waist

2. chest width

3. waist

4. length from knees to waist

5. hip width

6. length of ties at waist

7. length of ties at neck

One student asked if the class could 411 the aprons to oth-

er students, a prospect that excited,thq whole class. An-

other student then Wanted to measure the.whole school to see

how many -sizes they would need to make, but she was reminded

that there were 800 students in the school. It was sug-

gested that one class per grade level be measured.

A few days later the class was ready to measure students

in.each grade. After the childreddivided into groups, in-

formation charts, like the one in Figure C3-2, were dis-

tributed by the committee that had designed them. Then the

children dispersed to measure the students in their assigned

clasirodms.
Durifig the next session, a committee of students divided

into groups to organize and make graphs of the data collected

in the classrooms. Tis was a problem because the children

were not sure how to dorgani,ze the information. One girl sug-

gested that they find out how many students .had the same

measurement. The class agreed and this was done by tallying

on sheets like the one in Figure C3-3. This aqivity took

4 long time because 180 students had been measured,

Next, students were assigned to make bar graphs of:the

four measurements listed on the information chart and to

prepare a report for the class on what their graph showed.

While some students made graphs, the rest of the class com-

piled a list of things they wanted to find out from the

graphs:

1. What are the highest and lowest measurements?

2. What is the most frequent measurement?

3. How many sizes would be needed to accommodate.

all measurements?

4. Is there a pattern formed by.the measurements?

5. Is more information needed?

f1
t.J
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For the next four sessions, the groups .gave their repbrts.

For example, the group investigating chest width explained
their graph (shown in Figure C3-4) as follows:*

I. The range was 6" to 13".

2. The most frequent measurement was 8".
3. Two-thirds of all students measured, had

chest widths of 7" to 9".

4. Three sizes were recommended,** as follows:

small: 7" (for.6" to 71/2")'

medium: 81/2" (for 8" to

large: Ilk" (for 10" to 13")

5. A comparison of chest width and distance
from.collarbone to waist was recommended.

After all-the reports were given, one student asked how

we knew the parts would fit together properly; t4t is,
would a customer necessarily take i medium size in all four

measurements? The class groaned as they realized that some

comparison of measurements had to be cloned

. The following day, groups were established to make
scatter graphs comparing the following measurementc:

Group 1: collarbone-to-waist vs. chest (width)

Group 2: waist vs. waist-to-knee
Group 3: collarbone-to-waist vs. waist-to-knee

*The children might discuss the fact that the bars at each

one-half Mark (i.e., 61/2, 71/2) are consistently shorter. They

might decide to make a I" range for each bar rather than a

ku range.--ED.

**The children might be asked to figure out the'number and
amount of the misfits with each of'these.three sizes. A

misfit might be defined as one inch (or more) oo large or

too small. Histograms might be constructed on a pegboard;

blocks placed on pegs in appropriate holes would represent

misfits. The children could then try to reduce the number

of misfits by changing the thre,

#An interesting mathematical analysis would be the number of

separate sizes required if all the above choices were heeded

independently. If there were only three sizes in each of
the four categories, then there would be 3x3x3x3 = 34 = 81

separate sizes.--ED.

141.
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That afterndion, each of the three groups presented their

graphs, two of which are shown in Figures C3-5 ahd C3-6.

at

Group 1
The graph comparing collarbone-to-waist with chest width

showed definitely that as one measurement increased, the

other increased. The students grouped the dots on their

scatter graph into five groups. For each group the follow-
.

ing measurements were recommended:

1itpf

74
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A CD E

Chest width, 7" 8" 8" 9" 11"

Collarbone-to-waist 9" 11" 13" 15" 17"

Group 2
The group comparing waist with waist-to-knee measurements

found their scatter graph very confusing because the dots

were spread all over the page. Their recommendation was

that the graph have no part in determining the sizes since

the waist measurement on an apron is not vital.

troup 3
The collarbone-to-waist vs. waist-to-knee graph showed

that the two measurements were only slightly related. How-

ever, as the distance from collarbone to waist increased,

so did the distance from waist to knee. The group had de-

cided that the distance from the collarbone to the waist

was more crucial than the distance from the waist to the

knee because the hem could be lengthened or shortened. Keep-

ing this in mind, the group recommended five waist-to-knee

sizes that correlated with the five sizes given by the chest

width vs. collarbone-to-waist group.
The next day the class indicated that they were satisfied

with all the data collected and wished to estabgsh the

sizes before Christmas vacation. All the graphs were posted

in front of the room so that everyone could see them. We

decided to use the sizes recommended by the collarbone-to-

waist vs. chest width group. To these measurements we added

the measurements for the length from waist to knee recom-

mended by the collarbone-to-waist vs. waist-to-knee group.

Using the results of the waist vs. waist-to-knee graph, we

concluded that the waist varied proughout the rest of the

measurements. Therefore, the class decided to make the

width of the aprons 20"-23" with long tie strings to accom-

modate all size waists,
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yrom the graphs the class established the following five

sizes and measurements:

Chest Width

A B C D

7" 8"

Collarbone-to-Waist 9" 11" 13" 15" 17"

Waist-to-Knie 18" 19" 19" 20" 21"

Width of Apron 20"- 21" 21" 22" 23"

One student commented that sizes B and C could be combined

since they varied at only one point, but the class disagreed -

since that was the measurement they consiaered the most

crucial.*
After Christmas vacation the class chose five students to

go shopping with me to buy the fabric. After going to three

department stores, they decided that J.C: Penny offered the

best buy. Material was judged by feel and price, and the

students chose the medium-priced heavy cotton at $1.59 per

yard. This fabric came in many colors, so they decided to

buy five different colors so that they could have contrast-

ing pockets. It did not occur to the students to buy a

variety of fabrics to see which one would work best. They

liked the feel of their fabric and that settled it.

During the next session, work began on the aprons with

each student making his or her own apron from start to fin-

ish. Students did work in pairs, however; to pih and cut

the patterns because the materialecame folded. This made it

more efficient to cut two aprons at a time.

While pinning the patterns, students made several discov-

eries. First, they noticed that too many pins bunched up

the material, while too few pins didn't hold it down enough.

They also realized that the material had to ke refolded to

make the largest size. Their first impulse was to cut the

pattern dowu to fit the materlal, but fortunately one stu-

dent realized that this defeated all their prior work in

measuring.
Students began to notice that the edges of the aprons

tended to fray, so the class considered three possible solur

tions: glue the edges, fold over the edges and sfaple, fold

over the edges and sew them with a sewing machine. The

*The children could verify this premise by checking the num-

ber of misfits that would result from this combination of

sizes. (See second footnote on page 75.)--ED.

1 4 "J. 0



Pinning the apron edge.

.

class voted to use the last suggestion, and those who were
ready began folding and pinning the edges, while the others
continued cutting. When it was time to use the four avail-
able sewing machines, one mother volunteered to help by
showing the students in groups of four how to run the ma-

chines. -

Four sessions.aftcr they began making the aprons, the
class decided to eriminate some of the general confusion in
the room by setting up stations for pinning and cutting out
patterns, pinning edges, and using sewing machines. This

change not only made'things more,organized but also moti-
vated students to heits each other. ".

During the next two sessions, problems aro6e for those
making apron ties. The original-method involved figuring
'out three different lengths of ties'by experimenting with
various lengths of yarn,,cutting thin strips of material,

anp sewing the edges. When it became apparent that this
la'thod was very frustrating, the students suggested using
ibbon, string, or yarn. The class voted on the three
oiceawitlfribbon getting the most votes. Three students

t bought a sample of cotton ribbon (at 17o per yard) to,,
sh to.the class. After receiving the approval of the
cla1 ,fiifteen yards of the cotton ribbon were purchased.

The next'day, the class discussed the following sewing
tips they had discovered:

The material is easier to cut out if it is
pinned neatly.

The edges are easier to fold if the materiLl
is cut straight.

When pinning the edges'keep the,pins going in 0
the same direction which makes it easier to sew

on the machines.

Make sure the edges are folded dvet neatly so
that they do not pull out after sewing.

Don't hurry at the sewing machines.

Wash your hands, especially when working with
the white mateiialt

Measure the r bon carefully so that,we 'don't

waste an

1 4 r)
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Sewing an aprbn.

When several students had finished their first aprons,
another problem had to be solved. They nOtrced that the

pockets had a tendency to come loose.at the top, and they
agreed that further reinforcements were needed at these

points. During the course of the discussion it was also
suggested that each student make sure all threads were tied

and cut off before turning the apron in as complete. One

student suggested that an inspection committee be formed to

check that the aprons were well-constructed. Consequently,

four studeits were elected as an inspection committee.
As the proposed sale got closer, the students' enthusiasm

grew. Students were ironing their completed aprons, and -

several girls began labeling the aprons by size. With eleven

aprons completed, the Class was divided aboutyhether to open
the store and take orders or to. wait for more aprons to be

finished. The class decided to postpone the sale but to
think of ways to speed up production. One of the longest

tasks was the pinning of the edges. One student suggested ,

that the best sewers stay at the sewing Machines, while the
remaining class members cut and pinned edges. As a result,

three girls and one,boy stayed at the machines. After this

change., several students could see the value of working to-
gether and noticed that the final product was often better
than before.

During a discussion several days.later, pne boy suggested

setting up a system for working together. An assembly line

with one table for cutting, two tables for pinning edges,
an area for sewing, and an area for pocket design was dis-

cussed and agreed on. Seven people opted to work alone, and

the rest joined the assembly line. (Later, all but one stu-

dent joined the line.)
The next day, students discovered that ehey had used all

their material and had made twenty-two aprons. One boy re.:

ported that he had taken a quick survey in their section of
the school and that more than twenty-two students wanted to
buy aprons. Since the-class had spent the $25.00 sent by
USMES, they decided to set up a finance committee to inves-
tigate the possibillty of a loan. The committee members

presented nib with the following reasons why I wouldn't have
to worry about being paid back on a loan:

1. Adults' enthusiasm to buy the aprons.

2. Students' interest in buying aprons.

3. Mother's Day was coming up.
4. Obviously, anyone investing would get their

money back,

5. I would get a free aliroh.

4. 0
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After this presentation,,a comMittee membEr requested a

$50.00 loan. With an offer like fhat, who could refuse?
A group of students were chosen to accompany me to the

store, and a request was made lhat a wider variety pf colors

and designs be purchased. Aftet'school we went to the store

where each student picked out two bolts of material: 'Several

yards were purchased from each bolt. The students seemed to

be more aware of the cost per:yard this' time, and they com-

mented that the heavier material, wh
price range, would probably last lo
would experiment with fabrics, but
twenty yards of the same material i
signs and thirty yards of ribbon.

The students were elated over 1he new material and were

eager to get to work. They reorganized their assembly line
so that six students were cutting, ten Vere pinning, four

were working at the sewing machines, four were designing
pockets; the rest weie working alone. The students were
now aware that sloppy work was a waste of money and they be-

gan policing each other's work. As a result, the assembly

fine*technique became smoother. At that point, some stu-

dents expressed a concern about having enough aprons in the

moa Popular sizes. Combining their visual observations of

the sizes of people in the halls and the data collected on
their graphs, the class agfeed to make more aprons of sizes

A, B, and C.*
The following clay, one student came up with a new idea.

.She asked whethenshe could use the scraps,to make an apron

for her baby brother. A few students, who were impatient
with the length of time necessary to make a large apron,
decided to make small aprons to be sold at half the regular

price. 'One boy cate up with the idea of using some of the

smal1 aprons for advertising purposes.
At thae time, an inventory repcirt showed thirty aprops

completed. The financial committee also gave a report.in
which they suggested a'sale price of $2.00 for a large apron

and $1.00 for a small apron, based on the cost of materials

and the goal of seventy coMpleted aprons.'
Production continued and the class decided that a formal

inspection committee should be formed to examine the aprons

for the following problems:

was out of their
I was hoping they

nded up purchasing
ious colors and'de-,

*The'students might be asked how they could get a more ac-
curate idea of the number of each size apron that might be

sold. See Background Paper, PS4 Design of Surveys and

Samples.--ED. 151



Ramming an apron.

152

1. Are edges sewn well?

2. Are the,strings secure?
3. Are all loose threads tied?

,4. Are all pockets sewn on and secured at

the top? e

As a result of this careful inspection, many aprons were re-

turned for repair or finishing touches, and the students be-

Alan working more slowly and carefully.
The assembly line techniques were also refinid. Laying

lout and cutting were done by four girls who had mastered

' these steps. The most-disliked'job, pinning the edges, was

done by fifteen students. Several Students designed pockets

and attached them; the same four students were still using

the sewing machines. Anyone who got tired of his or her job

could work on posters to advertise the sale.
Since the date for the sale had been set for March 15,

fiveatodents started setting up the store area. A display

of aprons and'a sign, asking for a $2.00 donation were posted

on the wall behind the store area. A work schedule was

created, and one boy was given the responaibility of,making

sure-tBiliibney-collected each d y correlated with the numbr

of aprons sold.
A few days before the sale, t ass began their ad-

vertising campaign. They had sires y made posters telling

otr students to "Keep Clean, Wear an Apron!" and giving

"the prices and the date and time of the sale. The posters

were.placed in various parts of the school. To advertise

further, three students wearing aprons visited each class-

room to announce the sale.
On March 15 the sale began with fifty-six aprons avail-

able in the following sizes:

AA -- 5 (baby aprons)

A -- 9 ,

B -- 11
C -- 12

-- 4

E -- 3

Aprons on
Reserve -- 12

56

*1,53
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'The store was open before school and during,recess, and

twenty-six aprons were sold the first day for a total of

$52.00. In their spare time, students sewed and kept a

close watch on the money drawer. After a week, the last of

the aprons had been completed. Of the sixty=nine aprons for

sale, fifty-four regular aprons and one baby apron had been

sold. The sheets on which the finance group kept track of

expenses and sales are showp in Figures C3-7 and C3-8. When

the financial report was giCien,-one student noticed a mis- %

calculation--the sales,amounted to $109.00 rather,than

$107.00, raising "the great profit" to $27.36.

Near the end of the sale, the class analyzed what had hap-

pened. They noticed that their aprons were a popular item,

that people prefgrred patterns over solid colors, and that

people chose smaller sizes than expected (customers,bought

aprons that measured approximately 5" above the knee and

2"-3" below the collar,bone). The students agreed that if

they sold aprons again, they would make smaller sives and

choose materials with bright colors and patterns.

Next, we had to start thinking about'what to do with the

money from the sale. At that point, we had $109.00 in total

sales, $81.64 total expenses, and $27.36 profit. First I

asked the class what:-we could do for the two'teachers who

had loaned theii sewing machines. Suggestions included

flowers, candy, perfume, aprons, and a party; they hreed pn

perfume. While shopping for the gifts, several girls de=

aided to give one teacher perfume and an apron and to give

the other one perfume and powder since she had already

bought an apron% A total of $4.76 was spent. Suggestions

on how to spend the rest of the money included the following:

pencils
books
split money
aquarium

tape readrder

. sports equipment

waterbed
records

more fabric
roller skating
Como Zoo

By the time the iale was over, $126.00 worth of aprons

had been sold, giving us a profit of $44.36. The children

gave a party for $9.60 arid donated the remaining $30.00 to

the library. Our final financial statement was as follows:

1 apron to one of the teachers who loaned them

a sewing machine
1 apron for me
1 apron mailed to USMES
3 unsellable aprons (due to sewing mistakes

beyond repair)
68,aprons sold (10 were baby aprons),

1,54 ,155
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Total amount sold' . $126,00

Expenses (cost of fabric kribbon) - 81.64

Profit 44.36

Gifts - 4.76

Party

Library Donation

39.60

- 9.60

30.00

- 30.00
0.00

In the final analysis, the students were very pleased

with their work, but they did come up with the following list

of changes they would make if they were to start all dver

again.

1. We should do a style survey.

2. Organize more sewing after school.

3. Work into an assembly line 'earlier.

4. Try to get a department store to carry

the apron.

5. ,Start during the first weeks of.school.

6. Have two styles of aprons.

7. Cut out three OF four aprons at a time.

8. See if there is something cheaper than

ribbon for the straps.

9. Cut costs by buying material on'sale.

10. All pockets should be large.

11. Keep store open only before and after school

hours.

12: No charging of aprons--too diffi.cult to

collect.



4. LOG ON MANUFACTURING

by Pamela Johnson and
Stanley lift*

.Hannah Middle School, Grades 6-7

East Lansing, Michigan
(December 1973-January 1974)
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ABSTRACT
When a need for more three-dimensional "tic4ac-toe"

games arose in this combination sixth- and seVenth7grqde

class, a group of twenty-five students decided to.Manufac-
ture one game per student and approximately ten extras for i

sale. The class worked for an hour a day' four times a week

for four weeks. They.began by selecting wood for the base

and then formed groups to carry out,cost comparison of ma-
terials, to devise an order form, to make scale drahdngs of
the game, and to Oise money for supplies through a bake

sale. While the'prototype was being constructed, the stu-

dents recorded the time necessary'for each step. They then

revised their original assembly line process in terms of..

production time and job distribution. Group supervisors

checked for quality control. After they completed produc-
tion, the studente established a price and selected the ten

best games to sell. Other students were polled to establish

prospectil4 customers. Because of the demand, all of the

games were sold. An informal student evaluation of their

manufacturing process was held. Finally, the group dis-

cussed what to do with the profit and eventually voted to
pay each person who had worked on the games."

WOrking together, the industrial arts teacher and I began

by asking the students to write a brief definition of the

word manufacturing. I then asked the class, "What do you

think of,when I say the word manufacturing?"
We made a list and categorized the ideas under different

areas of manufacturing, designing, producing, and

selling. We also discuised why, how, and what people manu-

facture. The class was then'presented with a hypothetical
problem: . "If you worked in a factory and you were told that

you had five weeks to manufaCture 100 yo-yos, what would you

do?"
The class realized that a design would have to be made,

materials boughtz,workers found and trained, expenses cal-

*Edited by USMES staff
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culated and a price set, and the yo-yos would have to be

boxed, advertised, and sold.
The class was then challenged to think of a product they

needed that could be manufactured in four weeks. The next

day, the students discussed vossible products and developed

a list of.forty-five items.
The class spent the next two sessions discussing and vot-

ing on possible products tq manufacture, keeping ip mind

the time limit, the materials available, and the skilis

necessary to make each item. After e1iminaiing all but six

items (candle holders, leather key chains, book ends, three-
dimensional tic-tac-toe games, chess., and checkerboards,
wine holders) the class discussed which item would be the

most attractive to sell and the easiest to make. The class

then voted to produce'three-dimenaonal tic-tac-toe games.
A sketch of the final product is shown in Figure C4-1.

The need for these games had developed in the class ap-
proximately one month before the challenge was introduced.*

I had brought in one gaMe ior the entire class of 110 stu-

dents, and everyone wanted to use the game at the dame time.

There were many complaints about who should play next, how

long a game should be, and why there couldn't be more games

available. Thus, there was a real need for the students to

manufacture more games.
At the next session, the class brainstormed to figure out

a tentative plan for production. As a start they decided to

design one complete game as a prototype. The number of

games to be prod ced was 'also discussed; the class decided

to make one game per student and an Undetermined number to

be sold.
For phe next two daya' we met in the Design Lab where we

chose the type of wood to use for the base and devised the
following list of production operations and the tools needed .

to carry out each procedure:

1. cutting with a band saw

2. rough sanding with a disc sander

3. final sanding with a hand sander

4. finishing (oiling)

5. drilling holes with a drill press

6. cutting pegs with a hack saw

7. pounding pegs with a hammer

*The challenge might be issued as soon as the need for a
product becomes apparent.--ED.

1 0
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While two previous industrial arts students demonstrated
the tools needed to produce the game, .others observed and

asked questions. Safety procedures in the lab were also

discussed. Then each student tentatively stated what type

of job he or she wanted
e
to perform. .

Next, we gathered as a group so that students could de-
cide if they were ready to start. The consensus was that

the following items had to be taken care of before produc-
tion could begin:

1. elect a chairman

2. appoint a safety engineer and a general

supervisor

3. make a template to show the locations of
pegs on the base

4. assign jobs to individual students

5. make copies of production procedures for
all workers

In Ole iemaining time, the class took care of the first item

by electing a chairman and a vicezchairman.
The next day the class decided to form committees to de-

cide on the sizes and,amounts of wood, wooden beads, and
steel pegs necessary to produce the games. (See Figure

C4-1.) Befo e committees could start planning, the class
had to make 4 firm.decision about the number of games to

produce. yiagreed on thirty-six; one for each student

and teache working on the unit and ten extras.
Those In charge of beads decided to call local'vendors

and compare costs, while the other committees spent time'
preparing order forms to submit to the industrial arts

teacher. Student calculations and order forms are shown

in Figures C4-2 and C4-3.
For the next two days, students worked' in com ttees and

then met as a group to discuss their findings. Sin e the

wood committee could not decide between a 5" x.P.and a

6" x base, they brought the issue up in e group meeting.

The 6" x 6" base was chosen unanimously bec use the class
agreed that it was easier to figure out th positions of the

steel pegs on this size After the vote w s taken, students

proceeded to make scale drawings for templates to be used '

to indicate the location of pegs 611 the base. One scale

drawing is shown in Figure C4-4. A money-making committee
was also formed; they planned to have a bake sale to raise

money for the purchase of beads.
At the beginning of the next period, the group analyzed

the order forms for ma":erials submitted by each committee,

1 o
f..#
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checking to see that the forms were complete and accurate.
The group then decided which scale drawing to use to make

the template. Then we asked, "What do we do next?" Sq-
gestions included starting production, assigning jobs, and

Taking a sample game. At that point, we led a discussion
about the advantages of making a prototype, and the class

decided to make one at the next session. They also had a

hearty debate about whether or not to have an assembly line.

Some students preferred having each person make a complete

game. , Others suggested that groups of three or four stu-

dents worktogether. However, there was a core of students

who insisted on mass production in Order to get the"most
work accomplished in the least amount of time. After much

discussion, this was generally accepted as the best idea.
After-vacation, we made plans for and began work on a

prototype of the three-dimensional tic-tac-toe game. Those

students with previous industrial arts experience were as-

signed jobs; the rest of the class acted as observers, in-

spectors, and timers. The data recorded by the timers is

shown in Figure C4-5. When the students realized how long

it took to cut the steel pegs, they came up with a new proce-1

dure: they cut a steel tube the desired length and clamped
it with a vise, then put the peg inside and cut it off with

metal snippers. After two sessions of work, the prototype

was completed.
The next day, the head timer reported on the time-for

each step in the production of the prototype. Below is a

list of, jobs and the time required for each one:*

Job Time Required

marking wood 55 sec.

cutting wood 55 sec.

disc sanding 50 sec.

hand sanding 3 min. 14 sec.

facing 40 sec.

setting holes 1 min. 25 sec.

*The students might look over the list of jobs to see wheth-

er several could be done at the same time. Each job 'could

then be tried and the total time to make one three-dimen-

sional tic-tac-toe game calculated; only the longest of

concurrent jobs would be includel in this total.--ED.
I'
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Job Tine Required

drilling holes 6 min.

sanding 10 sic.

finishing 1 min. 35 sec.

peg cutting 2 min. 35 sec.

peg pounding 4 min. 10 sec.

peg filing 2 min. 35 sec.'

Before job assignments were made, one student suggested
that °produCtion time° should be the key factor in deter-

mining the timiber of workers per Sob. The class agreed and

began estimating the number of people needed for each job

without considering the nuMber of students in the class.

,As a result, they came up with thirty-two positions and only

twenty-four available workers. When they finally.realized

that they had a worker shortage, the job distributions were

_revised as follows:

Job No. of Workers

measuring and cutting wood squares 3

with band saw
disc sanding 1

hand sanding 4

marking holes with a,template On Wood . 4

base
marking holes for pegs'with an electric 4

drill
finishing wood base with linseed oil 2

tutting pegs 2

filing one end of pegs 2

pounding pegs in wood base 2

The chairman next asked for volunteers for each job. Com-

mittee chairmen were appointed as supervisors to watch for
errors in koduction, and a general supervisor was also
elected.

When it was announced near the end of the session that
the total production tinie would be 22 minutes and 44 seconds
per game,* the students strongly protested that this was the

*A check of the total on the students' data sheet shows that
the actual total production time was 28 minutes and 4 sec-
onds, including the 3 minutes alloWed for the product to be
passed from one worker to the next. The discrepancy is due
to the students' use of the decimal system of addition when
adding the seconds to the minutes.--ED.

U
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time needed for making the prototype. They argueethat the

actual production time would be less than the time neces-

sary to make the prototype, for the following reasons:

1. Their 4kills would improve.

2. They would,become more familiar with the

jobs and tools.

4 3. When an assembly line was organized, there
would be more workers per job.

That afternoon a bake sale was held after school and

$17.42 was raised. The money was to be used toward the, pur-

chase of the beads. Because the amount of money raised was

insufficient to purchase all,of.the beads needed, the money-

making group planned to have another bake sale the next week.

The next day was the first day of production. The class

held a brief meeting and decided that the prototype did not

need modification. During the remainder of the period,

thirteen games were started and one walik completed. Since

some'of the students at the end of the assembly line didn't

have much to do at first, they moved up the line and worked

where they were needed.
For the next four days, production continued as students

set up and worked on their own with no adult supervision ex-

cept for technical assistance. Because of high student in-

terest, there were no discipline problems whatsoever.

Students tools. their work very seriously and quicly

gained in proficiency. When asked how they liked eir jobs,

most students, especially the peg filers and hand sanders,

responded that the work was boring or'tiresome. Yet the

students' daily overall reaction indicated that they were

enthusiastic and interested in the unit. Although they did

express some discontent with their jobs, the students never

initiated any changes in the original job assignments. On

the other hancP, when one area needed help or "bottlenecks"

occurred, students filled in where they were needed. As for

quality control, some of the girls were good inspectors and

constantly demanded high quality.
On the fourth day of production the last game was com-

pleted as the students cheered. Thirty-nine games had been

completed in five sessions, approximately 3 hours and 45

minutes.* Since two games were given to the school and one

to USMES, there were ten games for sale as planned.

*Thi4 works out to 5 minutes and 46 seconds per game, much

less time than for.the prototype. See footnote oq page 89.

--ED.
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- At the next session, we discussed the price of the ten
games to be sold. After figuring out that the cost of.the
materials needed to make each game was $3.17, the atudents
voted to make $1.82 profit per game. This put ttke sale

price at $4.99. The class decided to poll neighbors and
students at school for prospectilie buyers.

For the school polls, an advertisement committee was
formed and met after school. They set up one sample game
in the school display case and prepared an announcement that
asked prospective buyers to,aign up for a game the next day

at We ticket booth. To poll neighbors, the class decided
that each student should try to findat least one prospec-
tive buyer and bring the name to school he following day.

,At the next session, the students div ed into groups
to select the ten best games which we ,o be sold. Their

selection was based on the following, factors:

1. squarehess of base

2. quality of sanding operation
3. alignment of holes
4. equal length of all pegs
5. general appearance of game

The students viere very critical of the games. One stu-

dent commented that choosing the best games'wouldn't have
been so difficult if quality control had been better.

The advertisement committee then reported that a total
of fourteen people expressed willingness to buy the*games.
During this session, I asked the students to fill out'an
evaluation of the unit. Student responses to four of the

open-ended questions are,recorded below:

1. I think the manufacturing unit was

fun, interesting.

\: fun, because we could see what.it was like
to work in a factory.

2 fun in most cases, but it got to be boring
sometimes.

2 fuh because we got to work together in the lab.
2 fun and educational.
1 really fun, and I wish we could do it again.

91
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2. The thing(*) I likeCbest were

9 the'actual production; working in the Design Lab.

4 working as a team.

3 having everything done; the end result.

. 2 the brainstorming sessions.

1 no comment.

3. The thing(s) I 1iIed least were

7 hand san4ing and filing pegs.

6 planning sessions.

2 doing the same Job over and over.

1 peoplebossing others-around.

1 havIngianother class in the Design Iab at the

same time.
2 no comment.

4. If I had my way, we would

5 do another manufacturing unit.

4 have had better quality control.

2 do it the same way.

Sanding the baqe. 2 have been able.to rotate jobs.

' 1 have coordinated the sizes of the beads and

pegs better.-

1 have had more sanders.

4 1 no comment.

Afterithe games went on sale and people became aware of

the quality of the product, the demand increased greatly.

As a reshlt, we sold all thirty-six of _phe games, including

those tqat were imperfect.
At opr last session, we discussed how we should distri-

bute the profit. The class suggested that, the money could

be use4 for-- \

'1. damping funds for our class

2. camping funds for the whole school

3. paying each worker $4.75

4. paying those workers who bought a game $4.75,

and those who did not buy a game $1.25; left-

over money to-go to the camping fund

5. 'paying half to the workers and giving the

other half to the camping fund for the school
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6. paying half to the workerCand giving the

other half to camping fund'for the class

7. eating,out at a restaurant

8. paying only those workers who bought games
,

The class then voted on these suggestions with the outcome

that each worker received $4.75.

,.
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Drilling holes for pegs.
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D. References

1.. LIST OF "HOW TO" CARDS

GRAPHING

MEASUREMENT

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

. .

14. .,.

A

Below are listed the current "How To" Card titleq that

students working on the Manufacturing challenge might find

useful. A conlplete listing of both the "How To" Cards and

the Design Lab "How 'To" Cards is contained inithe ASHES

Guide. In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the list

of Design Lab "How To" Cards.

GR 1- How to Make a Bai Graph Picture of Your Data

011 2 How to Show the Differences in Many Measurements or,
Counts of the Sane Thing by Making a Histogram

GR 1 How to Make a Line Graph Picture of Your Data

GR 4 How to Decide)Whether to Make a Bar Graph Picture or

a Line Graph Picture of Your Data

G15 How to Find Out If Thert is Any. Relationship Between
Two Things by Making a Scatter Graph

GR 6 How to Make Predictions by Using a Scatter Graph

GR 7 How to Show Several Sets of Data on One Graph

4
M 1 How to Use a Stopwatch
M 2 How to Measure Distancgi
M 9 How to Make a Conversion'Graph to,Use in Changing

Measurements from One Unit tu Another Unit

M 10 How to Use a Conversion GTaph to Change Ahy Measure-.
ment in One Unit to Another Unit

PS 2 How to Record Data by Tallying

PS 3 How to Agscribe Your Set of Data by Finding the

Average
PS 4 How to Describe Yottr Set of Data by Using the Middle,

Piece (Median)

'PS 5 How to Find the Median of a'Set of Data from a

Histogram:\

R 1 How to Compare Fractions or Ratios by Making a

Triangle* Diagram
R 2 How to Make a Drawing to Scale

R 3 Ha/ to Make q,pale Drawings 'Bigger or Smaller

*Presently called slope diagram.



New titles to be added in 1976:

. How td Round Off Data
How to Compare Two Sets of Data by Making a Q-Q Graph
How to Design and AnalYze a Survey
How to Choose a Sample
How to Compare Two Sets of Data by Using Interquartile

Ranges
How to Design an Experiment
How io Make and.Use d Cumulative Distribution Graph

95

A cartoon-style .set of "How To" Cards for primary grades

is being developed from the present complete set. In most

cases titles are different and contents have been rearranged
among the various titles. It is planned that this addi-
tional set will be available early in 1977.
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2. LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS

DESIGN PROBLEMS

GRAPHING

As students work on USMES challenges, teachers ilay need

background information that is not readily accessible else-

where. The Background Papers fulfill this need and often
include descriptiona of activities and investigations that

stuaents might carry out.
Below are listed titles of current Background Papers that

teachers may find pertinent to Manufacturing. The papers

are grouped in the categories shown, but in some cases the

categories overlap. For example, some papers about graphing

also deal with probability and statistics.
The Background Papers are being revised, leorganized, and

rewritten. As a result, many of the titles Will change.

DP 13 People and Space by Gorman Gilbert

GR 3 Using Graphi to.Understand Data by Earle Lomon
GR 4 Representing Several Sets of Data on One Graph by

Betty Beck
GR 6 Using Scatter Graphs to Spot Trends by Earle Lomon

GR 7 Data Gathering and Generating Graphs at the Same Time

(or Stack 'Em and Graph 'Em at One Fell SWoopl) by

Edward Liddle

GROUP DYNAMICS GD 2 A Voting Procedure Comparison That May Arise in USMES

Activities by Earle Lomon

MEASUREMENT

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

a

g 1 Gulliver's Travels Activity by Abraham Flexer

M 3 Determining the Best Instrument to Use for a Certain

Measuremeot by USMES Staff

PS 4 Design of Surveys and Samples by Susan J. Devlin and

Anne E. Freeny
PS 5 Examining One and Two Sets of Data Part A General

Strategy and One-Sample Methods by Lorraine Denby and

James, Landwehr
PS 6 Exanining One and Two Sets of Data Part II: A

"'Graphical Method for Comparing Two Samples by Lorraine

Denby and James Landwehr

f



RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 Graphic Comparison of Fractionsnby Merrill Goldberg

R 2 Geometric :!,c.varison of Ratios by Earle Lomon

R 3 Making and Using a Scale Drawing by Earle.Lomon

;30
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3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON -USMES MATERIALS

A. Comparative Shopping and

Product Testing

B. Mass Production and

The following books are references that may be of some .

use during work on Manufacturing. Publishers' prices may

have changed.' A list of references on general mathematics

and science topics can be found in the USMES Guide.

Consumer Education Materials Project. Elementary Level

Consumer Education. Mount Vernon: Consumers Union of

the U.S., Inc., 1972. ($3.00. Order from Consumers

Union, Education Services Division, Orangeburg, N.Y.

10962.)

Caselstudies from various school districtsiand communi-

ties demonstrate various approaches to teaching consumer

education. Includes compu'tation of unit prices, compar-

ative shopping, product testing, and use of scrap materi-

als in making things. For teachers.

Gay, Kathryn. Be A Smart Shopper. New York: Simon and

Schuster, Inc., 1974.

Explains comparative shopping, advises reader on how to

be a more responsible shopper. For children.

See also BIBLIOGRAPHY in the Consumer Research Teacher

Resource Book.

Grant, Neil. The Industrial Revolution. New York:

the Assembly Line Franklin Watts,Inc., 1973.

Historical background to mass production. Suitable for

teachers and upper elementary children.

Lazarus, Harry. Let's Go To A Clothing Factory. New York:

G.F. Putnam's Sons, 1961.

The process of manufacturing a boy's sport shirt is

described step by step. A flow diagram of the sewing

room at the factory is shown and quality control is

discussed. For children.

Sullivan, George. How Do They Make. It? Philadelphia:

Westminster Press, 1965.

Descriptions of the various processes used in the
manufacture of twenty everyday food and household
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C. Ideas and Directions
for Making Things

-

product's such as soap, soft drinks, and batteries. For

children and teachers.

Carrey, Mary. Step-by-Step dandlemaking. New York: Golden

Press, 1972.

Corrigan, Barbara. Of Course You Can Sew! Basics of Sewing

for the Young Beginner. Garden City: Doubleday and Co.,

Inc., 1971.

Howard, Sylvia. Tin-Can Crafting. New York: Sterling

Publishing Company, Inc., 1959.

Mattil, Edward. Meaning in Crafts. Englewood Cliffs:

Prentice Hall, Inc., 1959.

Villiard, Paul. Jeweiryneking. Garden City: Doubleday

and Co., Inc., 1973.

Weiss, Harvey. How To Make Your Own Books. New York:

Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1975.

Young, Jean. Woodstock Kids' Crafts. New York: Bobbs

Merrill, 1974.

The above referenCes are only a few examples of the

many excellent crafts books available. The children's

use of crafts books will depend on their choice of an

item to be produced.

D. Books for Children Merrill, Jean. The Toothpaste Billionaire, Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company4 1972.

Excellent book describing comparative shopping, produc-
tion methods and setting up a company.
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4. GLOSSARY
The'following definitions may be h lpful'to a teacher

whose clasb is investigating a Manufacturing challenge.

Some of the words are included to give the teacher,an under-

standing of technical terms; other are included because they

are commonly used throughout the resource book.

These terns may be used when they are apnropriate for the .

children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the chil

dren:that when they conduct surveys, they are colleCting

data., 1t is not necessary-for the teacher or stUdents to

learwthe definitions nor to use all of these terns while

working on their'challenge. Rather, the children will begin

to use the word's and understand the meanings as they become

involved in theirinvestigations.

1/2

Accounts A current liability
representing obligations to pay a crcd-

..

,
itor, usually a supplier. .

-

,-
Accppnts giceivable A current asset representing

obligations owed to a company,

usually by its Customers.
/

Assembly Line An arrangement of machines, equipment, and workers in which

work passes from operation to operation in direct line until
!

the prOduct is assembled.

Assei
Anything owned that is measurable1in terns of money.

Avetage The numerical value obtained by (4viding the sum of the le-

ments'of a set of data by the number of elements IT. that set.

Also called the mean.

To exchadge one piece of merchandise for another.

A system for recording.business transactions.
1

A method for determining the best ?1157(13) by comparing the

costs, quantities, and qualities cl different brands of

products.
.

A person who buxs or uses goods or bervices.

Barter \

Bookkeeping

Comparative stpping

Consumer
4

.)



Conversion A change from one foimi to another. Generally associated in'

mathematics and science with the change from one unit.of
mtasure to another or the change from one fond of energy to

another.

Correlation A relationship between two sets of data. .

Cost The amount of money needed to produce or to'purchase goods
or services.

Cost Accounting That form of accounting designed to provide management with

cost information.

Data Any facts, quantitative information, or statistics.

Discount A reduction in the price of products or services, often
stated as a percentage of price. This is done (1) for cus-

tomers who buy in-aarge quantitieslor (2) in order to gen-

erate a greater volume of sales.

Distribution The spread of data over the range of possible results.

Dividend Payment in either cash or stock to the holders of a com-

pany's stock.

Division of Labor

Economics

Event

The process by which a complicated task is reduced to a
series of simple tasks. Each task is normally performed

repetitively by the same worker.

A social science concerned chiefly with description and
analysis of the production, distribution, and consumption
of goods and services.

A happening; an occurrence; something that takes place.

Example: A step in the production process.

Force A push or a pull.

Frequency

Friction, Sliding

Graph

1 P-5
%..)

The number of times a certain event occurs in a given unit
of time or in a given total number of events.

A force between two rubbing surfaces that op'poses their

relative motion.

A drawing or a picture of one or several sets of data.
/ i
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Conversion Graph

A graph of a set of measures or counts whose sizes are re-'
presented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars of

equal wtdths. Example: the number bf children who wanted
to work'indivjduallyi in groups, oeon an assembly line.

Method of Work

Individually
In Groups
On Assembly Line

Number of
Children

4

9

12
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U1001EURINOMMO OM
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UPOOMEMM MO OM
RIDOMMorn O0mem nora n um uMO O NO ME
:IMO OM MO OE
MRAMMINIIMMUVMMION
MMICIUMMA.AMAlioW
MOMMR.=MEMOINUAI
EMEMEERIOMMOMO

. ,

A line graph that is used to change one pnit of ieasurement

to another. For example, changing.centimeters to meters,

and vice versa.

Centimeters ters

100
200

300

400

1

2

3

4

MNIMCMOMOMORPISTPINP

WE4MUMMAMMEKNOMMEMEEM
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1
P lifillIMOMMIONNERNIOPE
IDMIMMOMMMENMONOPE:mOM
14114OREEMMEMPMAINIMMOU
VIAMMOPE2mONENNEMMON
0114011M141MOOMMOOMOOM
mowimprimmimmowlmiummu
OMORPONEMMONONENOM
MMMOMAAAULLILUAEMEMEMM



Cumulative Distribution Graph A graph that can be constructed from a histogram by comput-
ing running totals from the histogram data. The first run-
ning total is the first valuelin the' histogram data (see
table of values). The second running total is the sum of
the first and second values of fhe histogram, the third is
the sum of the first, second, and third values, and so on.
The horizontal scale on the graph is the same as the histo-
gram; the vertical scale goes from 0 to the total number of

, events observed or samples taken (in the example, the'total
number of students who performed the same production pro-
cedure). Each vertical distance on the graph shows the.run-
ning tótals for the values shown.on the horizontal scale.
Thus, the graph below indicates that sixteen students (or
80% of the students) performed the production procedure in
3'minfites or less.

Number of

Minutes

Running Total
Number of
Students

1 or less
2 ot less
3 or less
4 or less
5 or less

3

11

16

19

20
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'tIMEN4MEMMEMMMOMMIN
MIESMOMMEMMININMEMM
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tidimmugmammumum

R1111111111111111
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Histogram

Line Chart

A type of bar graph that shows the distribution of the num-

ber of times that different measures or counts of the same

event haye occurred. A histogram always shows ordered nu-

merical data on the horizontal axis. Example: Different

numbers of children Oho performed the same production pro-

cedure in different lengths of time.

Tine in Number of

Minutes Students

0-1 3

1-2 8

2-3 5

3-4 3

4-5 1

MEMOMMINIMM
OMMUITTMMIWR.,rimmumms
imumnimmum
18780111MMOM
Lanwilmmilmcinsiumms
EGUMWORMEM
CWWJMNIMMEBir.MEMM
ipsnr47.411.mummncramm
11111,1121VVGGEM
milmemmitrmirri

A bar graph that is represented by circles, triangles, or

crosses with lines connecting them so that it has the appear-

ance of a line graph. (See Line Graph.) This is a useful

representation when there is a need for interpolation or
when two or more sets of data are shown on the same graph.

Example A: The number of item manufactured versus their

total cost.

Number of Items
Manufactured

Total Cost
in Dollars

60 $ 72.00

120 $ 120.00

180 $ 156.00

240 $ 180.00

Prediction: It will cost about $100.00 to make 100 items.



Line Chart (cont.)

Line Graph

r

Example B: The number of itemeproduced per day by the
first shift of workers and by the second shift of workers.

Time
(in Da s)

1

2

3

4

5

Number of Items Produced

First Shift-A

.7

10

11

14

17

Second Shift-x

8

10

12

13

16
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A graph in which a smooth line or line degments pass through
or near points representing members of a set of data. Since

the line represents an infinity of points, the variable on
the horizontal axis must be continuous. If the spaces be-

tween the markings on the horlzontal axis have no meaning,
then the graph is not a line,graph,,but a line chart (see
Line Chart).
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Scatter Graph

1

A graph that shows the comparison between the same type of
data collected from two groups,of people,....from two dif-
ferent situations,.."from two brands of a product. Example:

number of items manufactured in a certain amount of time by
two different groups, one group working individually and the
other on an assembly line. The data for each set is ordered
and,the smallest measurement of one set plotted against the
smallest of the other set, the second smallest against the
second smallest, and so on. The scattr of points is com-

pared to a reference line, a dashed
450

line that represents

the data from two identical sets.

Number of Items Made in 3 Hours

Working on
Assembly Line

Working
Individually

15 8

18 8

18 9
20 10
22 10
23 11
25 12
27 12
28 12
30 13
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A graph showing a scatter of points, each of which repre-
sents two characteristics of the same thing. For example,

in the graph below, each point representsa student; the
position of the point indicates the waist measurement of the
student and the waist-to-knee measurement of the student.

Waist Waist-to-
Name (50 Knee (cm)

Jose 69 43

Denise 60 47

Gary 62 45
Sue 57 41

Natasha 66 49

Billy 67 46
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Slope Diagram*

ve,

Vross Profit

Histogram

Hypothesis

Inference

arr

100

107

A graphical means of comparing fractions or ratios% To re-
present the ratio a/b, plot the point (b,a) and draw a line

from (b,a) to the oilgin, (0,0). The slope of this,line

represents the ratio a/b. By comparing slopes of several
lines, different ratios can be comp#ed; the less steep the
line, the smaller the ratio. For example, in the diagram

showing the ratio of price to weight,for different brands
of glue, the ratio of price to weight foK Brand Z is smaller
than that for Brands X and Y, and therefore Brand X costs

the least per ounce.

Brand Price Wei ht

X $ .75 4 ounces

Y $1.62 12 ounces

Z $2.00 16 ounces

mumuummwrimunonINNIIIIINgiussamaulasumsummommommommINIUUIIRIUIUIlIIIRl
1111111111111111111MIIIIIMIER211111111
IIMIN11111111111111111111111111111111122111111111weiromumminsrninumm
lelllimild11101=1111111111111111Milimmam 4 .4

. .

See Profit.

See Graph.

A tentative Conclusion mede in order to test its implica-
tions or consequences.

An assumption derived from facts or information con idered
to be valid and accurate.

I*Formerly called tr angle diagram.

I .

200
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Thterest A charge for borrowing money; generally a percentage of the

amount borrowed.

Inventory The quantity of goods or materials on hand.

Investment The outlay of money for a future financial return.

Liability A debt or obligation.

Marketing The study or 1-1plementation of the most profitable and ef-

ficient met ,oc of directing goods from manufacturer to

consuMer.

Market Research The compilation of statistical information concerning con-
.

Mass Production

Mean

Median

Merchandising

sumers or purchasers.

The process of making something in quantity.

See Average.

The middle value df a set of data in which the elements have
been ordered from smallest to largest. The median value has

as many elements above it as below it.

Identifying and meeting market needs in terms of products
and subsequently stimulating a demand for products through
advertising, promotion, and selling.

Mode The element or elements in a set of data that occur most

often.

Profit for a given period.

A set of data arranged from smallest to largest.

Net Income

Ordered Set

Per Cent Literally per hundred. A ratio in which the denominator is
always 100, e.g., 72 per cent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 72% , where

the symbol % represents 1/100.

Percentage A part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

Population Any group of objects (e.g., people, animals, items) or
events from which samples are taken for statistical mea-
surement.



Profit

Gross Profit

Profit Margin

Proportion

10

The excess of monetary returias over expenditures; the excess

of the selling price of goodi over their cost. (Ofte7.called

net income.)

The profit reported before deduction of the Indi'rect costs

of doing business.

Profit expressed as a percentage of total sales revenue.

A statement of equality of two ratios, i.e., the first term
divided by the second term equals the thirdterm divided by

the.fourth term, e.g., 5/10 3.'1/2., Also a iynonym for ratio:

when two quantities are in direct proportion, their ratios

are the same.

Quarile
First The first quartile id the value of the quarter-way piece of

data in an ordered set of data.

Third The third.quartile is the value of the three-quarter-way

piece of data in an ordered set of data.

Interguartile Range The range or length of the middle 50% of an ordered set of

data; the difference between the first and third quartile.

Range Mathematical: the difference betwaea the smallest and the

largest values in a set of data.

Rank To order the meMbers of a set according to some criterion, r.

such as size or importance. Example-:- to put pieces-of data

from smallest to largest.

Ratio

Recycle

The quotient'of two denominate numbers or values indicating

the relationship in quantity, size, or amount between two

different things. For example, the ratio of the number of

children working on the assembly line to the number of items

completed by-them might be 12 chadren or
17 items.

12 children:17 items

To process a discarded item for reuse, either for its orig-

inal purpose or for a new purpose.

Retail Price The price level of goods sold in small quantity to the

consumer.
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Sample

Sample Size

Scale'

.A representative fraction of a population studied to gain

information,about the whole population.

The number oi eleMents in a sample.

A direct proportion between two'sets of dimensions (as be-

tween the dimensions in a drawing of a lab and the actual

lab).

Scale Drawing A drawing whose dimensions are in direct proportion to the

object drawn.

'Scale Model A three-dimensional representation constructed to scale.

Set A collection of characteristics, persons, or objects. Each

thing in a set is callea a member or an element.

Slope Diagram See Graph.

Statistics The Science of draWing conclusions or making predictions

using a collection qf quantitative data.

Stock A share in a company's assets and earnings.

Subcontractor

Tally

A company or a person who accepts part of a total contract

or project from a general contractor or from a company that

cannot do all the requirediwork.

A visible record used to keep a count of some sot of data,

especially a record of the number of times one or more

events occur. Example:. A tally of suriiey results on,cus-

tomer preferences for three,different designs of a product.

Tempdate A pattern 'used in making large quantities of some item.

Wholesale Price

Work

The price level of goods sold in large quantity to a mer-

chant for resale.

Work is done when a force is exerted through a distance.

Work is the product of the force exerted and the distance

moved.



E. Skills, Processes, and Aread of Study 'Utilized in illanufacturing

2 7

The unique aspect of USMES is the degree to which.it pro-

vides experience in the process of solving real problems.

Many would agree that this aspect of learning is so impor-

tant as to deserve a regular place in the sehool program

even if it means decreasing to some extent the time spent

in other important areas. Fortunately, realsroblem solving

. is also an effective way of learning many of the skills,

processes, and concepts in awide range of school subjects.

On the following pages are five charts and an extensive,

illustrative list of skills, processes, and areas of study

that are utilized in USMES. The charts rate Manufacturing

according to its potential for learning in various cate-

gories of each of five subject areas--real eroblem solving,

mathematics, science, social science, and language arts.

The rating system is based on the amount that each skill,

process, or area of study within the subject areas is used--

extensive (l), moderate (2), some (3), little or'no use (-).

(The USMES Guide contains a chart that rates ail USMES units

in a similar way.)
The chart for real problem solving presents the many as-

pects of the problem-solving,process that students generally

use while working on an USMES challenge. A number of the

steps in the process are used many times and in different

orders, ..and many of the steps can be performed concurrently

by separate groups of students. Each aspect listed in the

chart applies not only to the major problem stated In the

Unit challenge but also to many of the tasks each small

group undertakes while working on a solution to the major

problem. Consequently, USMES students gain extensive exper-

ience with the problem-solving process.
The charts for mathematics,science, social science, and

language arts identify the specific skills, processes,,and .

areas of study that may be learned by students as theysre-

spond to a:Manufacturing challenge and become involved

with certain activities. Because the students initiate the

activities, it is impossible to State unequivocally which

activities will take place. _It is possible, however, to

document activities that have taken plape in USMES classes '

and identify those skills and processes that have been used

by the students.
Knowing iniadvance which sktlls and processes are likely

to be utilized in Manufacturing and knowing the extent that

they will be used, teachers can postpone the teaching of

2 u



thoie skills in the traditional manner until late in the
year. If the students have not learned them during their
USMES activities by. that time, they can study them in the
usual way. Further, the charts enable a teacher to inte-
grate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom work.
For example; teachers may teach fractions during uath period
when fractions are also being learned and utilized in the' .

students' USMES activities. Teachers who have used USkIES

for several successive years have found that students are
more motivated\to learn ,basic skills when they have de-
termined a need for them in their USMES activities. During
an USMES session the teacher may allow the studenti to
learn the skills entirely on their own or from other Atu-
dents, or the teacher may conduct a skill session as the
need for a particular skill arises.

Because different USMES units have differing emphases on
the various aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers,each
year might ielect several possible challenges, based on
their students' previous work in USMES, for their class to
,consider. This choice should provide students with as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as Wide a variety of skills,
processes, and areas,of study as possible during their years
in school. The chart$ and lists on the following pages can
also help teachers witI this type of planning.

Some USMES teachers hsve used a chart similar to the one
given here for real problem solving as a tecoid-keeping tool,
noting each child's expos* to the various-TT:sperms-0i the
process. Such a chart might be kept current by succeeding
teachers and passed on as part of a student's permanent
record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stu-
dent's learning not only by introducing different types of
challenges but also by altering the specific activities in
which each student takes part. For example, children Who
have done mostly construction work in one unit may be en,-
couraged to take part in the data collection and data enaiy-
sis in their next unit.

, Following the rating charts are'the lists of explicit ex-
amples of real problem solving and other suUject area skills,
processes, and areas.of study learned and utilized in
Manufacturing. Like the charts, these,lists are based on
documentation of activities that have taken place in USMES
classes. The greater detail of the lists allows teachers
to see exactly how the various basic skills, processes, and
areas of study listed in the charts may, arise in Manufactur-
ing.
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The number of examples in the real problem solving list
have been limited because the list itself woUid be unreason-

ably long if all the examples Imre listed forsome of the

categories. It should also be noted that the example(s) in
the,first categoryIdentifying and Defining Problemehave
been limited to the major problem that is the focus of the

unit. During the course.of their work, the students will

encounter and solve many other, secondary problems, such as
the problem of how to display their-data or how to draw a

scale layout.
Breaking down an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES

into its various subject area components is a difficult and \\

highly inexact procedure. Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap significantly, and any subdivision must be to '

some extent arbitrary. For example, where does measuring
as a mathematical skill end and measurement as scienze and

social science process begin? Row does one distinguish
between the processes of real problem solving, of science,

and of social science? Even within one subject area, the

problem still remains--what is the difference between graph-
ing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This prob-

lem has been partially solved by judicious choice of ex-

amples and extensive cross-referencing.
Because of this overlap.of subject areas, there are

clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme

presented here was developed with much care and thought by
members of the USMES staff with help from others knowledge-
able in the fields of mathematics, science, social science,

and language arts. It represents one method of examining
comprehensively the scope of USMES and in no way denies the

existence of other methqds.
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on information and investigations

needed.
10,

Determining what needs to be done first,

setting priorities.

Deciding on best ways to obtain informa-

tion needed.

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.'

Making decisions as needed.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills

and processes.

Carrying out data collection procedures--
observing, surveying, researching,
measuring, classifying, experimenting,

constructing.

Asking questions, inferring.

Distinguishing fact from opinion,
relevant from irrelevant data,
reliable from unreliable sources.

Evaluating procedures used for data

collection and analysis. Detecting

flaws in process or errors indata.

Overall
Rating

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Overall
Rating

Organizing and processing data oi informa-

tion,

Analyzing and interpreting data or informs-

,tion.

Predicting, formulating hypotheses, sug-
gesting possible solutions based on data

collected.

Evaluating proposed solutions in terms of
practicality, social values, efficacy,
aesthetic values.

Trying out various solutions and evaluating
the results, testing hypotheses.

Communicating and displaying data or

information.

Working to implement solution(s) chosen
by the class.

Making generalizations that might hold

true under similar circumstances;
applying problem-solving process to

other real problema.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

KEY; 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some upe, = little or no use
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, ATHEMAT ICS
Overall
Rating

, Basic Skillq
, -

Classifyiftg/Categorizing,
Counting .

Copputation Using Operations
Addtt on/Stibtrdctiofi

Multi ication/Division
Feacti ns/Ratios/Percentages
Busine s and Consumer Mathematics/

Money and Finance
Measuring

, Comparing
Estimating/ApProximating/Rounding Off
Orqkting Data .

Sta4stical Analysis
Odion Surveys/SamplingTechniques
hing

4" Sp 1 Visualization/Geometry

Ar

Nu

as, of Study

eration Sys s

N er Sys u'd Properties

enominate tutubets /Dimensions

Scaling
sSymmetry/Si licity/Cong uence

Actaracy/Meas'ure t Errol
EstimatiOn/App oximation

Statistics/Ran n Processes/Probability
Graphing/Funct ons

Fraction/Ráticf
Maximum and Minimum Values
Equivalence/IneTiality/Equations

Money/Fihance
Sft Theory

2

1.
1
2

3

2

1
1
1

2

3

1
3

2

1
3

SCI ENCE

Processes

Observing/DesCrfbing
Classifying
Identifying Variables

Defining Variables Operationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring

Devices and gquipment

Inferring/PredictineFormulating,
Testing'Hypotheses/Modeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data

unicating, Displaying Data
Gener izing/Applying Process to New

Problems

Areas of Study

Measurement

Motion
Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity

Heat
Light
Sound
Animal and Plant Classification
Ecology/Environment
Nutrition/Growth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal and Plant Behavior
Anatomy/Physiology
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Overall
Rating

1
2

2

2

2

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
3

3

3

3

3

3

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2x= moderate use, 3 some use, - little or no use
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SOC I AL SC I ENCE
Overall
Rating

Observing/Describing/Classifying
Identifying Problems, Variables
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testihg Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting responsibility for actions and

results
Developing interest and involvemerit in

human affairs
Recognizing the importance of individual

and group contributions to society
Developing inquisitiveness, self-reliance,

and initiative
Recognizing the values of cooperation,

group work, and division of labor

Understanding modes of inquiry used in the
sciences, appreciating their power and

precision
Respecting the views, thoughts, and

feelings of others
Being open to new ideas and information
Learning the importance and influence of

values in decision making

Areas of Study

Anthropology
Economics
Geography/Physical Environment
Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local History
Social Psychology/Individual and Group

Behavior
Sociolo /Social Systems

4dr)
AL 0

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

LANGUAGE ARTS
Overall
Rating

Basic Skills-

Reading
Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words,

Sentences, Paragraphs
Critical Reading: Comprehending

Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language
Speaking

Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling
Grammar: Punctuation, Syntax, Usage

Composition
Study Skills
'Outlining/Organizing
Using References and Resources

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the value

through speaking and
Appreciating the value

resources
Developing an interest

writing"
Making judgments concerning what is read

Appreciating the value of different forms

of writing, different forms of

communication

of expressing ideas

writing
of written

in reading and

2

3

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

1

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use,
3 = some use, - = little or no use



REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN MANUFACTURING
)

. - 41- .0.M+
-

Identifying and Defining Problems

Deciding,op InformatiOn and
Investigations Needed

_ Letermining_What Needs to Be
Done First, Setting Priorities

v.

Students identify a need for an item in their classroom

. and decide to make the item in quantity.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,

Variables.

After a discussion, students decide that they need infor
matiOn on matrials and tools available and that they
-need to collect:data on whether other students also
need the item.

Student.s list tasks to be done and decide that investigat
ing materials and tools needed and deciding on a design
are things that should be done first.

e

Leciding on,Best Ways to Oi.tain Students ielephoneieveral merchants to obtain information

intortionffEd of materials.
----ip-Students decide to,conduct anopinion survey in one class

from each grade to determine if others also need the

item.
_

,

Working Cooperatively in Groups Students form groups to survey other students, investigate

'on Tasks _ mistexials and tools, and to build a sample of the item.
- ;1 ?

_ Making nPrisions_as_lieeded_ After looking at many possible designs, students decide
that a certain design is best.

After tallying data from an opinion survey, students
deade that they should make a certain number of extra
items po sell to others.

After testing possible materials to use in making their
item, students choose the strongest material that they

can afford to buy.

Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
Skills and Processes

. ,Students measure and mark their materials to construct

prototype.
Students multiply tha amount of material needed for one

item in order to find out how much material they need
for a large number of items.

e (-)

4.0
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Utilizing,and Appreciating Basic
Skills and Processes (cont.)

Carrying Out Deta Collection

Procedures--Opinion'SUrveying,
Researching, Measuring, Wassifying,
Experimenting, Constructing

Asking Questions, Inferring

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,

Releyant from Irrelevant Data,
Relieble from Unreliable Sources

Students learn that they have to set up a system of quality

control in order to produce good products.
Students give an oral presentation to the PTA asking for

a loan to make the ftem.
Students prepare cost analysis of materials needed for

presentation to the PTA.

See alio MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, LANGUAGE

ARTS lists.

Students donduct opinion survey to determine price that

others are willing to pay for 'the product.
Students obtain samples of materials and test them for

strength aneduiability.
Students measure children in different grades to determine

whether they need different sizes for their item.
Students.construct a prototype of the product and time

each step in the process.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing;

Measuring.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying;

Manipulating, Coptrolling Variables/Experimenting; De-
signing and Constructing Measuring Devices and Equipment;

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

See also SOCIAL, SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/Clas-
sifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experiment-

ing; Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Students ask whether working individually, in groups, or

on an assembly line is best and after timing each method,

infer that the assembly line method is the best because

it was the fastest me'thod.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students recognize that the merchants are reliable sources

of information on prices of materials.
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Evaluating Procedures Used for Data

Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors.in Data

Organizing and Processing Data

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Pbssible Solutions,

Based pn Data Collected

Students discuss methods of testing materials for strength
and decide that they should, standardize their tests in

some way.
Students decide that in timing the steps in the production

process they would obtain more accurate results if they

used a stopwatch rather than the clock in the classroom.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Estimating/Approximating/

Rounding Off.,

Students organize test results and prices fot various

types of materials in order to decide which material is

best for their purksei.
To draw histograms, students order and group the prices

otherstare willing to pay and the number of students who

are willing to pay each price.

See also MATHEMATICS Organizing Data.

Sed also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE,lists: Organizing,

Processing Data.

Students decide that the price of material should be one

determining factor in choosing material and then rank

the test results in order of decreasing importance so
that they can pick the best material for cheir purposes.

Students find median price others are willing to pay.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical Analy-

sisibrinion Surveys/Sampling'Techniques; graphing;
maxiMin and Minimum Values.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: .Analyzing,

Interpreting Data.

As a result of survey data, students predict the number

of items they will be able to sell.

s Students hypothesiie that they can prOduce more items in

a period if they set up an assembly line.

After pricing and testing various materials, students

recommend one as best suited for their item.
On the basis of survey data and cost analysis of making

product, students recommend a selling price for their

product.
See also SCIENCE Iist: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: .Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Teting Hypotheses.

r) 2,,..,
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Evaluating Proposed Solutions in,

Terms of Practicality, Social
Values, Efficacy, Aesthetic Value

;Trying Out Various Solutions
tand Evaluating the Results,
Teting Hypotheses

Communicating and Displaying Data

,or Information

Working o Implement Solution(s)

,
Chosen by the Class

. .

aking Genealizationb That Might

old,Tiue 'Under Sirdlar Circumstancis;

A plying Problem-Solving Process to

Ot er Real PrOblems

Students assess assgmbly line manufacturing vs: individual

manufacturing.
Students assess manufacture of their product in terms of

cost, use, design appeal, and size.

Students discuss whether to use more expensive materials
'which are stronger and more durable, and whether others

will pay more for a better product.

Students try out diff ent assembly lines and compare the

number of items procid in a,time period.

Students find that they could have sold more of the pro-

duct than they predict d.
On the basis of a survey of customers, students list, and

implement suggestions fr improving the product and

find that most customers are still satisfied with the

product.

See also SpIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing HypothesesiModeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students draw a flow diagt*am of assembly line.

Students draw histograms to show possible prices and num-

ber of students willing to pay each price.

Students make up a sample chart showing possible designs

and colors otproduct. '

See MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

See-SCIENGE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,

Displaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Student", mass produce item chosen by class.

Students find that working,together gives 'better resultd
.

than working Adividually.
Students find that slopp5 workmanship' results in an in-

ferior product.
Students 4ecide to manufacture another item.

Students Working on Manufacturing apply skills acquired

to work on Consumer Research.



Making. Generalizations iat Might

Hold True Under Simpar ôircumstance,
Applying Problem-Solving rocess to
Other Real Problems (cont.

See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process

to New Problems.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCilist: Generalizing/Applying

Procesi-to Daily Life.,

^
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ACTIVITIES IN MANUFACTURING UTILIZING MATHEMATICS

Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing

Counting

\*.

Computation psing 6Perations:

Addition/Subtraction

Categorizing characteristics or properties of posgible
items to be manufactured, possiblematerials to be tsed

in making item.
Categorizing in more than one way characteristics of cus-

tomera.or materials needed to produce item.-
Distinguishing seta and subsets of quantitative survey

data on design ar0 color of the product.

See also S NC -list: Classifying.

See also SfriCL41 SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classif

Counting votes to determine which item to manufacture,
which design of item to use, which jobs on the asseMbly

line_students prefer.
Counting survey data, questionnaire-data on product prefer-

ences-,_design pieferences.
Counting.number Of secondg for eadhgtep in the production
process, nuMbdr of items Manufactured, number of orders

to be filled.
CoUnting to read scales on rulers, meter.sticks, tape
measures., weighing scales.

Counting by gets to find scale for graph axes..

m. 1

Adding one-, two-, or,three=digit whole numbers to find
tot,a1:-Eilly of orders taken, total measurement of ma-
terials needed, or total number of items that can be

made from materials aimilable.
Adding.minutes and seconds when'timing steps in production

to calculate total production time.
Subtracting to find differences between predicted and

actual measurements of times of steps in the production

process.
Subtracting to find diffdrences between- predinted and

actual counts of the number of,items made or amounts

of supplies needed per week.
Subtracting one-, two-, or three-digit whole numbers'to

find ranges for graph axes or for measurement data.
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Computation Using Operations: Multiglying whole numberi to find total measurement of

Multiplication/DiviSion material needed for large numbers of the product, total
time of production for a large number of items.

Multiplying or dividing to find scale for graph axes.,
Dividing or multiplying to find how many items can be made

in an hour.
Dividing to find how many items can be made from a certain

amount of material.
Dividing\to find time it takes for one item to be made.
Multiplying to convert from meters to centimeters or divid-

ing to convert from ce4imeters to meters.
Dividing to calculate average of wrist measurements for

adjustable wristband or to calculate average production
time for article.

Dividing to calculate ratios, fractions, percentages of
materials bought to materials used;-of _customers who
prefer a particular color or design to total number of
customers.

Computation Using Operations:
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages

-,)

Sc 4.,

Using nixed numbers to perform calculations, such as cal-
culating number of items that can be made from,a cer-
tain amount of material.

Changing fractions to higher or lower terms (equivalent
fractions) to perform operations such as multiplying/
tu convert from one product size to another.

Using ratios to convert from inches to centimeters.
Using ratios to increase ur decrease measurements for dif-

ferent sizes of the same item.
Using fractions in measurement, graphing, graphic compari-
' sons.

Calculating ratios of numbers of different colors of item
to make from survey data on customer color preferences.

Calculating ratios for product sizes from survey data on
body measurements of prospective customers.

Using slope diagrams to compare ratios or fractions of
waist size to waist-to-knee length when analyzing body
measurement data.

Calculating percentage of students willing to buy item,
percentage of students who will pcy a certain price for
prociutt, percentage of time spent on each step of

assembly line, and perceneage of items.pade incorrectly.

23 0
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--Computation-Using Operations:
--Business_and....Constimer Mathematics/

------Mneranc finance_

Measuring

Comparing

-i7A41ing and.subtracting dollars and cents to perform cost

analysis on product being manufactured, on nisterials

needed to make item, to figure profit or loss, to make

change, to withdraw or deposit money in bank acCount.

Matiplying,and dividing to perform cost analysis on

product being manufactured, on materials needed to make

item, and to figure profit or loss per item.

Dividing to find unit cost of materials needed to produce

item.
-Niv.Dividing to calculate average sales per week.

Calculating percentage of profit that each Student shoul-d

get for his work.
*Using comparison when shopping for materials needed to

produge item.
Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and limi-

tations of revenues for manufacture of product.

Investigating costs of materials for product vs. use of

materials and budget restrictions.

Converting from inches to centimeters. 1

Using arbitrary units (e.g., knotted string, children's

fingers) to measure how many items can be cut from a

certain amount of material.
Using different standard units of measure to make body-

measurements (inches,,centimeters).
Using different measuring tools to measure length, width

of materials.
41 Using. a pattern to measure hOw many items can be cut from

a piece of material.
Reading rulers, tape measures, yardsticks, meter sticks

accurately.
Tiring total production time for prototype using a watch

c)r a clock,

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording Data/

Measuring.

Using the concept of greater thanland less than in making

comparisons about size of produ4 vs. size of customer,

size of product vs. size of product package.

Comparing quantitative data (-materials available vs. ma-

terials needed to fill orders) gathered from various

sources.



Comparing (cont.)

Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off

Organizing Data

Comparing qualitative information on customer preferences

gathered 66m various sources,'such as opinion surveys

and informal conversations.
Comparing different methods of taking the itemindividu-

ally, in groups, on asseMbly line--and comparing times

for each method.
Comparing qualitative with quantitative data.
Comparing estimated and actual (1) time rieeded to manufac-
,ture item, (2) costs of making item, (3) sales of item.

Making graphic comparisons of orders taken and orders
filled and of chest width vs. collarbone-to-waist length
to determine sizes on a scatter graph.

Making graphiC comparisons of fractiOns arid ratios on

slope diagrams of weight vs. price ofvarious materials.
Compaiing costs of various materials needed to make item.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

See alio SOCIAL SCIENCE list: ,Ahalyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Estimating error in qualitative judgments on nrimber of
people who will buy the product when collecting survey

data.
Estimating the number of people who will wear a certaili

size, who will buy a product, Yho can work comfortably

in a given.area.
Estimating size of product package, measuremint of the

amount of materials needed, or cost of the product.
Estimating number of items that will be sold, time period

neecied to manufacture product before sale, nuMber of
patterns that can be cut from a certain amount of

material.
Determining when a measurement of waist size (or some

other body measurement) is likely to be accurate enough

to determine sizes of product.
Using approximation in constructing prototype or sample of

item.
Rounding off measurements while taking body measurements.
Rounding off data after measuring'the times for each step

in production process.

Organizing and classifying sets'of-materials to be used,
information on sales and customers.

Tallying Votes to determine which item should be made.

125-
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Organizing Data (cont.)

Statistical Analysis

Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques

Graphing

4r) t)
4 t,

Tallying on bar graphs, histograms.
Ordering reek numbers Oft number line or graph axis.

iallying and ordering survey results on prices that stu-

dents are willing to pay for product.
Ordering minutes and seconds.
Ordering waist sizes for boys and girls when making q-q

grap.h.

Ordering data to find the median:
See also SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data.

Finding the median in amordered set of data on customer

sizes or prices others are willing to pay.
Using the median measurement in various size tanges to de-

termine sizes to iake.
Assessing predictability of largersample of customer

sizes based on-results from smaller sample of customer

sizes.
Comparing medians and modes of data on customer sizes for

various grade levels.
Determining range of data on customer measurements.
Interpretation of histograms, scatter graphs, q-q plots,

cumulative distribution graphs.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Conducting surveys to determine quantity of product needed

or price that others are willing to pay for pToduct.

Defining data collection methods, makeup and size of sam-

ple.
Devising methods of obtaining quantitative information

about subjective opinions of customer preferences and

price customer is willing to pay.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Using different methods to display data such as charts of

possible designs and co:ors of product, ordef forms,

flow diagrams of assembly line, dnd graphs.

0})/1,
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Graphing (cont.)

Spatial Visualization/Geometry

r
127

Making a graph formdivicling axes into parts, deciding/

on.an appropriate scale.
Obtaining information from graphs.
Representing data on graphs.

Bar graph--plotting days of week vs. number of itches

made per day.
Conversion graph--plotting inches vs. feet to use.
when making price per unit comparisons of possible
production,Thatarialsi.plottitivinchesiri.-'dinti
metere to change running board feet of wood to cen- '

timeters in making product.
Cumulative distribution graphplotting number of

items sold vs. time to determineiwhen demand,is

easing,
Histogram--plotting possible prices (dollars and
cents) vs. number of students willing to pay each*
price.

Line chart--plotting the number of student and adult

,preferences for each product design in color.
Q-Q graph--plotting waist sizes of boys vs. girls to

determine if there is any difference.
Scatter graph--plotting chest width vs. collarbone-

to-waist length to determine possible combinations

of measurements.
Slope diagramplotting costs vs. weights to deter-
mine unit coat of materials.

See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.

See also SOCIAL scimcg list: Communicating, Displaying

Data.

Drawing possible designs for .product.
Drawing or constructing a design or model of'item to be

made in quantity.'
Constructing and using geometric figures, for example,

triangles, squares, circles, etc., for product proto-
type, product packaging.

Using geometric figures to understand and utilize relation-

ships, suchas area, volume, similarity, congruence,

symmetry, dc.
Using standard mensurational formulas such as area

length x width, 1

Measuring.an6 constructing patterns, product prototype or
_toale needed, using rulers, compaeses, and protractors.



Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems

Number Systems and Properties

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions

Symnetry/Similarity/Congruence

Accuracy/Measurement Error/

Estimation/Approximation

Statistics/Random Processes/

Probability

Graphing/Functions

Fraction/Ratio

\

Using spatial arrangements to convey information on lay-\

out of assembly line.
Making a flow-diagramlof work area,to organize assetbly

Using the congruence of pieces to cut more than one piece

at a time or to make a template or pattern for the piece.

Using similarity to make patterns for different sizes.
Using symmetry in cutting patterns for clothing.

Using decimal System in Iing body measureten s (metric

system measurement).
Using fractions in measuring amount of matetia needed for

product (inches, fractions of inches--Americ n system

of measurement).
Using decimal system in calcu

analysis, etc.)

ations involving money (cost

See Computation Using Operations.

See Measuring.

See Spatial Visualization/Geometry.

See Measuring and Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off.

See Statistical Analysis.

s See Graphing.

See Computation Using Operations:, jractions/Ratios/

Percentages.



Maximum and Minimum Values

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations

Monet and Finance

129,

Finding the shortest time to produce a product in quantity;
finding the shortest time to Koduce a singl14em of
the prodUct.

Minimizing the assembly line time by finding jobs that can

be done'concurrently.
Maximizing the nuMber of items that can be made ky using

the assembly line process, by rearranging the siteps so

,that several can be done concurrently, by transporting
the product efficiently between groups of workers, by
improving skills in hradling tools, by constructing a

tool or a model.'
Maximizing profit by considering both price and number

-4, that can be sold at a given price.
Using slope diagram to find minimum costs of materials.
Getting maximum number of pieces from material available.

See Comparing and Computation Using Operations.

See Computatio Using Operations: Business and Consumer

Mathematics/Money and Finance.

Set Theory c,,e Classifying/Categorizing.
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. ACTIVITIES IN MANUFACTURING UTILIZING SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describing

Classifying

Identifying VariableS

Defining Variables Operationally ;

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting

4,4 tj,

Observing that there are several possible materials that

could be ustd to make product; observing differences in

these materials.
Describing steps in making the item.
Observing by timing with a stopwatch that some steps in

making the item take longer than others.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Determining which materials are best (strongest, most

durable, cheapest) for producing,the item.
Determining the sizes needed for the product.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Identifying the laagth of time and number of people en-

gaged in each step of the manufacturing piocess as

things to be measured or recorded tq determine time

spent on that step.
Identifying durability and,cost as chlracteristics that

must be investigated to determine w ich materials should

be used in manufacturing the item.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,

Variables.

Defining the time it takes to make one item as the length

of a work session (in minutes) divided by the number of

items completed in that session.'
Defining durability of a fabric by the amount of stress

needed to rip it.

Assigning more people to those steps in the manufacturing

process that take longer.

()
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Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting (cont.)

Designing and Constructing
Measuring Devices and Equipment

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data

Organizing, Processing Data

nAt-

131.

Making items by various methodsindividually, in group.,

on an assembly line.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Contro14ng

Variables/Experimenting. - \

Constructing a device to measure the durability Oyariouk\
types of materials.

Constructing a,pattern or template to replace several

measurements.'
Constructing a tool to make a step in the manufacturing

process. easier or faster.

Inrerring from tests and prices that a Particular"material

is best suited for the product.
Predicting the number of items that will be sold, based

.on survey data.
Hypothesizing that the assembly line method is fastest,
timing various methods,of producing item'(working in-
dividually, in groups, on assemb.3S, line) to test this

prediction.
Making possible flaw diagrams for the assembly line. ,-

Making a prototype or sample of the item before producing

item in quantity.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Measuring and"marking materials to construct prototype.

Using stopwatches to time steps in the manufacturing
process and recording the times on the chalkboard.

Testing and recording test results for various materials
that might be used to make an item.

Taking body measureients of students of different ages t6

determine sizes, for product.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording Data/

Measuring.

Ordering steps in the manufacturing process according to

.
the order in which they must be done on the assembly

line.
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Organizing, Processing Data (cont.)

Analyzing, Interpreting Nett

Communicating, Displaying Data

Generalizing/Applying Process to

New Problems

Areas of Study

Ordering test results on various materials according to
--importance in order to decide which material is the

best. ,

See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing'Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data.

Determining which material is best for product based on

prices and test resuLts.
Determining number of items that can be made Trom avail-

able material.
Calculating the total time to make one item from list Of

times for each step on cubaboard.
See also MATHEMATICS list: CoMparing;-Statistica/ Analy-

sis; Opinion Surveys/Sampaing Techniques; Graphings

Maximum and Minimum Values.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Constructing a chart showing the steps and times for each

step in the manufacturing process.
Making a graph of number of items vs. amount of material

needed to facilitate ordering of materials.
Drawing a flow diagram of assembly line.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying

Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Applying skills acquired to mass produce another item.
Applying techniques learned to production probleL- in

Growing Plants, Soft Drink Design, School Supplies.

Applying skills acquired in testing materials to work on

Consumer Research challenge.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.

Measurement Timing the steps in the manufacturing process using a

stopwatch.

r
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,-Itasurement cont.)

Motion

Speed/Velocity Observing-that electrically-run machi es (saber saws,
d4licating machines, sewing machi es, electric drills)

are faster than hand machines.
Observing that che speed of electric lly-run Machines

such as sewing machines and saber paws can be varied by

the operator.
See also Force.

Measuring and marking product to be mad and materials

using a ruler or meter stick.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

Force

Friction

213

Observing that force must be exerted to cut material.
Observing that more force must be ex rted when several

pieces of material are cut at one Jtirne.

.
Observing that force must be exerte4 to pull apart two

glued blocks when testing the str ngth of different

types of glue.
Observing that force must be exert d to hammer nails into

wood, that the hammer increases he force exerted.

Observing that differing amounts o force must be exerted

to pound nails into different ty es of materials (ply-

wood, pine, Tri-Wall) with a hanmer.
A Observing that.electrically-run t ols require less effort

to operate than hand tools and chat electrically-run
tools multiply the force exerte

Observing that the surfaces of so e materials offer less

resistance to motion (friction) than others.
Observing that a piece of wood be omes warm as it is

sanded because doing work again t the foice of friction

generates heat.
Observing that sanding a piece ofwood results in a sur-

face that is smoother and offers less resistance to

motion.
Observing that saws become warm as they are being used
because doing work against the f rce of friction gen-

erates heat.

r"u4.,t)
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Mechanical Work and Energy.

Solids, Liquids, and 4ses

States of Matter ,

Properties of.Vatter

Electriqty

Heat/Temperature

-

Observing that work is done and energy is expend a w en

nails are-hammered into.wood, leathes or mate ial i

cut-i-or snaps and designs are Put on leathe or fab c.

-01fierving that making aprons with a sewing m chine re-\

quires less time than sewing by hand and hat electriel

energy is transformed into mechanical energy.

Observing that wood blocks becoMe warm when sanded vigor-\

ously as mechanical energy is,transformed into heat

energy.
See also MOtion and Force.

Noting that glue is available in both solid and liquid

form.
Observing that a solid stick of glue is turned into a hot

liquid glue by heat in the hot glue gun.

Testing materials such as leather, cloth, paper, or wood,

for strength, durability, flexibility.

Observing that different types of materials have different

properties that make them useful for certain producs,

'It
Observing that the different types of materials avai 11,1e

for making a product have different textures, den,ities,

and colors (e.g., fabrics for aprons, leather for w ist-

bands, wood for tic-tac-toe games).
Assessing suitability of.different types of materi ls,to

use in making the product (types of leather, wti, els:Y. ,

,

paper, beads, glue, string).
Observing, while mixing dyes or tempera paints, chat the

dry powder mixes uniformly with the water.
Observing that glues, lumber, paper, leather an1Ø other

materialn have particular odors. ---- _

6.0bserving that electricity can be transformed into mechan-

ical energy (saber saw; electric drill, sewing machine),

into heat energy (glue gun, iron), into chemicare-netgy

(battery charger).

Observing that some machines (glue gun, electric iron) gen-

erate heat when turned on as electrical energy is trans-

formed into heat energy.



Light Observing that different colors reflect light in different
1 ways, changing the appearance of the product,

Obserying that the side of the room near the windows is
brighter than the rest of the room and that the inten-
sity of illumination decreases as the distance from the
light source increases.

Sound

Anatomy/Physiology

,

Observing that noise from power tools can sometimes be
heard in adjacent rooms.

Observing that mechanical energY of tools can be trans-
formed into sound.

Observing that sounds made by different tools (saber saws,
drill, sewing machine) differ in tone, pitch, loudnesi
and quality.

Observing that the sound of a power tool is less intense
farther away from the sound.

Observing that several sizes of the product to be manu-
factured may be needed because children differ in size
and body proportions.

Observing that some body measurements are related and some
are not.

t.)
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Process

t)
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ACTIVITIES IN MANUFACTURING UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Observing/Describing/Classifying Observing and describing needs and preferences of other

students for possible products.
Observing and describing preferences of other students

for design, color, size of product.
Classifying potential customers according to age, sex,

grade level.
Observing, describing, organizing, And classifying good

and bad aspects of working individually, in groups, on

assembly line.
Observing, describing, and classifying problems of stu-

deits working on the assembly line, such as boredom,

wasted materials, faulty workmanship.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying, Categorizing. .

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying.

Identifying Problems, Vati Identifying problems of students working on the assembly

line.
Establishing(Fiteria for jobs on assembly-line--

difficulty, number of people needed, job'populgrity.

Identifying age and sex as possible factors in design

And color preferences.
See also PCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

Manipulating, Controlling Conducting trial runs of assembly line process using dif-

Variables/Experimenting ferentTmalbers and arrangements of workers.
Conducting an opinion survey using a stratifded sample.

Surveying different'groups of students (males and females,

primary and intermediate) to determine differences in

color and design preferences.

See also SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling

Variables/Experirenting.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Predicting, on,the basis of trial runs, best number and
arrangement of workers for the steps on ass,embly line.

Choosing color and 4csign of product ,to be manufactured,

based on opinion surveys.

ta



Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses (cont.)

Collecting, Recording Data/
A Measuring

Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data

Hypothesizing that a better-made product will result in
more itens being sold; listing number:of items sold per

day after improvements have been made',
Predicting that a quality control system will result in a
better product, counting number of badly-made itens pro-
duced after quality control is begun..

Recommending a selling price for the product, on the basis

of survey data and cost analysis of production.
See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Pormulating,

Testing Hypotheses.

Using a voting procedure to determine final,size, design,

color ofsproduct.
Timing the trial runs of assembly line process.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Counting; Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording'

Data.

Preparing cost analysis of materials needed to produce

item.
Tallying votes to determine preferred size, design, color

of product.
Tallying survey data, questionnaire data on preference for

color and design of item.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

See also SCIENCE list: Organizing,' Processing Data.

Comparing survey results for males add females, primary
and intermediate on color and design preferences.

Assessing predictability of larger sample of student
preferences based on results from smaller sample of

student preferences.
Evaluating the way that the opinion survey was adminis-

tered, evaluating the size and makeup of the sample.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical Analy-

sis; Opdnion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maximum and'Minimum Values.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Representing survey data on color and design Preferences

on graphs or charts.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

r)C.-CY4 t)
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CommunicatingDisplaying Data (cont.) See.also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.
_

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Generalizing/Applying Process to

Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting Responsibility for
Actions and Results

Developing Interest and Involvement '

in Human Affairs

Recognizing the Importance of
,Individual and Group Contributions

to Society

Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and Initiative

,Using knowledge acquired from organizing production line

to help,in organizing classroom schedule.
Concluding that working together gives better results than
working individually; that sloppy workmanship results in

an inferior product.
Gaining insight into the operation of a factory assembly
.line; understanding more clearly what assembly line

workers may do.
See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process

to New Problems.

Making sure that various tasks (e.g., getting needed
materials and tools for product) are done.

Scheduling and giving presentations to persons in author-

ity (principal, PTA) in order to obtain funds to

manufacture product.
Making sure that jobs are done well on assembly line,

that product is made well.

Producing an item that is needed by others in the school.

I, Recognizing that manufacturing the product fulfills the

needs of others in the school as well as themselves.

Conductinp group sessions with help from teacher.
Dealing with various merchants in obtaining materials and

supplies to make product.
Finding their awn solutions to problems of boredom and

quality control on assembly line, in addition to main

problem of challenge.
Choosing and developing best way of presenting a proposal

for funds to make product to the principal or PTA. ,

Using the teleplione to obtain information on materialt4

available for making product.

1)
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Recognizing the Values of Cooperation, Finding that manufacturing a product in quantitowl-
Group Work, and Division.of Labor gresses more rapidly and smoothly when they wo

groups or on an assembly line.
Eliminating needless overlap in work during mass produc-,

tion of their item.
Finding that work is more fun and proceeds more smoothly
when people learn to cooperate during mass production.

Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used
in the Sciences, Appreciating Their
Power and Precision

.

Respecting the Views, Thoughts,
and Feelings of Others

Being Open to New Ideas and
Information

Learning the Importande and
Influence of Values in

Decision. Making

Using scientific modes of inquiry to investigate and solve
the problem of choosing a color and design for the pro-
duct that satisfies the most people.

Convincing others through the use of supporting data
(opinion survey) and graphs that a suggested solution

should be chosen.
Setting up several arrangements of the assembly line and

titling each one before dediding on an assembly line.
arrangement.

See MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists.

Considering all suggestions and assessing their merit.
.Considering the opinions of others when proposing a

change, conducting opinion surveys to determine cus-
toter preferences for design and color of item to be
prOduced.

Considering several methods of producing an item in

quantity.
Asking other people lor information on possible materials

to use and for ideas about better methods of making
the product.

Realizing that cost effectiveness alone ls not a suffi-
cient criterion for choosing one method of production
over another; effects on people must also be considered.

Realizing that preferences for various possible products
and various possible designs and colors of the product
reflect the values of each individual.
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Areas of Study

Economics

Political Science/Government
Systems

Social Psychology/Individual
and Group Behavior

Sociology/Social Systems

Using concepts and terms, for example, cost, profit, pro-
duction cost, retail price, when manufacturing and
marketing a product in quantity.

Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and
limitations of revenues for purchase of materials to
produce an item.

Gaining experience in comparative shopping for materials,
record keeping, analyzing manufacturing costs.

Assessing preferences of possible customers through sur-

vqs and questionnaires.
Analyzing variables affecting purchase of prOduct.
Investigating economics of production and marketing of
item being,manufactured.

Investigating costs of materials for product vs. use of
materials and budget restrictions.

Assessinlicosts, benefits of inventory and record keeping,
quantity purchasing, mass production, and quality
control.

Determining need for rules and regulations to maintain
quality of -roduct and to ensure safety on the produc-

tion line.
Contacting and working with school authorities to obtain

funds needed to manufacture product, to obtain permis-
sion to sell product.

Developing a product that is appealing to most people.
Assessing which workers are best suited to each job:

recognizing differing capacities of individuals for
various jobs on assembly line.

Determining factors that motivate workers.
Recognizing the need for leadership within small and

large groups.

Devising a system of working cooperatively on an assembly

line.
Producing an item that will satisfy the needs of others

in the school or community as well as themselves.



Sociology/Social *steir (cont.) Relating assignments or jobs on assembly line to jobs

done at home.
Recognizing importance a worker 6ora1e.

Recognizing, that there are many soial groups and that

zne person belongs to more than ci7 soci,a1 group.



ACTIVITIES IN MANUFACTURING UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills

Reading:

Literal Comprehension--Decoding
Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs

Reading:

Critical Reading--Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language:
Speaking

Oral Language:
Listening

Written Language:
Spelling

Written Language:
GrammarPunctuation, Syntax,
Usage

Decoding words,.sentences, and paragraphs while reading
directions, patterns, and supply catalogs.

Obtaining factual information about materials and tools

needed to manufactureproduct.
Understanding what is read about materials and tools

needed to manufacture product.
Interpreting what is read, such as directions for making

product.

Offering ideas, suggestions, and criticisms during dis-
cussions in small group work and class discussions on
problems and proposed solutions.

Reporting to class on small group investigations of pos-
sible materials and designs for product.

Responding to criticisms of activities.
Preparing, practicing, and giving effective oral presen-

tations to obtain funds needed for manufacture of
product.

Using the telephone properly to obtain information on

costs and availability of materials.
Conducting opinion surveys.
Using rules of grammar in speaking.

Listening to group reports on small group activities.
Following spoken directions.

Using correct spelling in writing.

Using rules of'grammar in writing.



Written Language:
Composition

Study Skills:

. Outlining/Organizing

Study Skills:
Using References and Resources

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the Value of
Expressing Ideas Through
Speaking and Writing

Appreciating.the Value of

Written Resources

DevelOping an Interest in
Reading and Writing

Making Judgments Concerning
What is Read

,) .

Writing to communicate effectively;
writing down opinion survey,'devising guestions to

elicit deaired information; judging whether a -

question is relevant and Whether its meaning is

clear.
preparing write-ups of directions for each-step in

the manufacturing process.

Taking notes.
Developing opinion survey; ordering.questions around

central themes, such as customer preferences for
design, color, and price of item.

Planning presentations.
Planning and preparing drafts, presentations,for critical
review brthesclassloefore final copy is written.

J,

Using the library to research information on various
tioethods of makingsproduct..

Using indexes and tables of contents of books and catalogs

to locate desired informafton.
Using "How To" Cards for information on slope diagrams.

Finding that the PTA wiic lend money needed to make item

when presented with an adequate (written ar oral) pro-

posal.

Finding that certain desired information can be found in
books and catalogs (directions for making item).

Willingly looking up inforMation on how to- make product.

Looking up further or more detailed Information On methods
of making products, materiali needed.

Deciding whether what is read is applicable-to the par-
,

ticular problem.
Decidin& how reliable.the information obtained from read-

ing is.
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Making Judgments Concerning
What is Read (cont.)

Appreciating the Value of
Different Forms of Writing,
Different Forms of Communication

Decidinglighether the written material ig appropriate,
whether it says what it is supposed to say, whether

it may need improvement.

Finding that how information can be best conveyed is de-
termined in part by the audience to whomAt is'directed.

Finding that certain data or information can be best con-
veYed by writing it down; reparing graphs or charts,

etc.
Finding that certain data or information should be written ,

- down so that it can be referred to at a later time.
Finding that spoken instructions are sometimes better than
written instructions and vice versa.

6


